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IX

SYJTOPSIS

The spectroscopic study of impurity ions in single

crystals has been valuable for unders tanning the structure

of solids and the ions themselves. The discovery of solid

state lasers gave further inoexus to these studies The

search for new laser material has particular^/ necessitated

a detailed study of the excitation and deexcitation mecha-

nisms of the impurity ions. The development of tunable

and pulsed lasers has made these studies more feasible

This thesis prest-nts the study of the steady state and the

transient fluorescence of in laF^ and Cafg

JOg"*" in IfiP single crystals using Ar"^ and 1^2 lasers

The first chapter gives a brief introduction to the

spectroscopy of rare earth ions and transuranium ions and

outline of the different relaxation processes relevant

to these classes of ions

The experimental details are presented in Chapter 2

The spectra are recorded using a pulsed Ar laser and

a ITg laser fabricated in Lhe laboratory along with a OV Ar"*"

laser (Spectra Physics, 165-05) The spectrophotometer

used IS assembled around a 0.75m Jarrell-Ash spectrograph

and IS fit bed with an ITT Po.T7 15u photomultiplier tube.

Fluorescence excited by the laser is photographed using

a Carl- Zeiss three prism spectrograph The decay times

are measured using a boxcar integrator (PA^, No 0¥-l).
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Chapter 3 presents the study of the steady state and

the transient fluorescence spectrum of ly^*^ LaP^ in the

4500-9000 1 region in the temperature range of 77 to 675°K.

The spectrum shows significant polarization which is

incompatihle with the low site syimnetry of the ion

in IiaP^ crystal An attempt is thereby made to explain

the polarized lines by considering possible distortion

towards higher site symmetry of the rare earth ion and

also by the coupling of lattice phonons to the stark levels.

However the observed polarization could not be explained

completely.

This chapter also presents the fluorescence from

G-level which has so far not been reported in any

lattice. The increase in intensity of this G-fluorescence

with temperature is understood interms of thermal population

of this level from the P-level.

The decay time of F-level (^^g/ 2 ^ found to be

/*^1.39 msec throughout the temperature range of study, which

signifies the purely radiative nature of the fluorescence

decay. The G-level is found to show the same decay time.

This observation also is in favour of the hypothesis of

thermal mixing between the P and Gr levels. An estimate

of the radiative relaxation rates has been made using a

simplified model of four-level system.
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The work on the fluoresence and lifetimes of the

3+
03^2 IS presented in Chapter 4. The study is done in

the 4500-9000 S. region, in the temperature range of 77 to

673°K using six concentrations of dysprosium (0.01 to 1.08^

by wt, of in Oap^), At 77°K, five groups of lines are

observed, all of them originating from P-ievel (^^g/2^*

These studies show that there are atleas b two kinds of

-centers, one with fluorescence decay tine ( '^ )

of-'^l.^ msec (A-center) and another with '^<3.5 msec

(B-center). The energy level schemes for both these centers

are presented. The linos belonging to the B-oonter increase

in intensity as lha ly-c onaontrat ion is indi eased The

variation of intensity with By-concentration and their

line positions match with the cubic center reported by

earlier workers. The lines belonging to the A-center match

well with the tetragonal center, also reported earlier.

The earlier work on cubic center was done upto 6700 S.

and that on tetragonal center upto 5800 S only.

In these crysxals fluorescence from the G-level ^
^^2.5/2^

IS observed from both the centers in the temperature range

of 300 to 673°K, Here also, as in BaB^, the lifetime of

B- and G-lovels are independent of temperature and are found

to be the same within experimental errors thereby indicating

the thermalization taking place between these two levels

for the two centers observed.



In chapter 5> the fluorescence and lifetime studies

of Uranium activated LiP in the temoerature range of 77 to

675°K are presented, The fluorescence s]?ectrum in the

5200 S region, which has also been reported by earlier

workers, consists of two zero-phonon lines and 0^) coming

from the first excited electronic state of Uranyl

ion (UO^ ) along vrith four vibrational side bands

("V^vib 800 cm"* ), The fluorescence observed in the present

study at wavelengths less than 520u S is nob yet understood,

Few fluorescence is observed in 7500 S. region which

shows a 750 cm“^ vibrational quantum. Prom the energy

level considerations and from earlier reported decrease

of vibrational quantum energy associated with excited

electronic states, this fluorescence has been tentatively

assigned as due to transition.

The lifetimes measured in the temperature range of

77 to 673*^K are found to be different for different regions

of the spectrum. The zero-phonon lines (P^ and 0^) and

their vibrational satellites show ta lifetime of

600 i^Bec at 77°K, while the lines in the 7500 1 region,

show a lifetime of -~j 2000 /isec. It is observed that these

decay times vary with temperature. A simple model is

proposed to explain the temperatxire variation of decay times

of P , 0 and their vibrational satellites involving the
0 0

thermalization of the excited electronic levels corresponding
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to S’, and The radiabive raue oT is found to he of

the order of 1.5x10^ sec”*^ on the hasia of this model.

The higher energy zero- phonon lino is found to

show self-absorption Prom the observeci decrease in intensity

and the 'hump-separation' the oscillacor strength is

calculated to be 2x10” , signifying t'le forced electric

dipole nature of this transition

In conclusion, the rc-u] bs of the steady state and the

transienx fluorescence studies of in LaP^and CaP
2

and in LiP single crystals have oeen presented. The
‘

5+radiative relaxation rates of By ,LaP^ are obtained using

a four-level model. The spectrum of ly .OeiPg system

IS interpreted as due bo different coni-crs. A simplified

model IS proposed to understanc the tem'ierature variation

of decay times of InP, The oscillacor strength is

estimated from uhe observed self-ab^' ox* j cion of P -fluorescence
o
3+

of this system. The polarization features of By

fluorescence in LaP^ can probably be xinc'ei'’stood by

performing experiments at 4o2°E and by carrying out the

Zeeman studies*
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CHAPTSH 1

INTRODUCTIOII

1. 1 G-eneral

In. receni: years, the spectroscopic inves'cj. 5a‘tions

of lanthanide and actinide ions have gained consideraole

attention as these ions are found to he good lasants A.

detailed study of the excitation and deexcitation mecha-

nisms of these ions in single crystals is helpful in the

search for new laser materials as well as to understand the

struotural and dynamical properties of the crystals

Several techniciues like absorption, fluorescence, EPR,

etc have been used to evaluate the energy levels and

energy transfer processes of i^hese ions in single crystals.

This thesis represents an attempt to study the steady state

and the transient fluorescence spectra of in and

GaF
2
and of uof" m LfF single crystals using Ar"^ and Hg

las ers

The normal electronic configurations of neutral

lanthanides (actinides) consist of ’’ closed shell of xenon

(radon) structure, 4f^ (5f^^) electrons and two or three

loosely bound electrons. Trivalent state is the normal

excitation state^for lanthanide (actinide) ions. The

* Stable divalent lops like Sm^"^, Eu^**", ,
tetraval^t

ions like Ce^'^, Np^"^ and hexavalent ions like fr'*’

are also reported in literature.
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oiJtical spectra of these ions generally consist of several

-groups of sharp lines The relative oositions of the

centers of ^gravity of these groups are not found to alter

much from h'ost to host thereby reflecting the weak influ-

ence of the environment (which is usiially in the "orm of

crystal field) on the ions. The observed lines of briply

ionized lanthanides (actinides) arc associated witl

transitions among the levels of 4f (5f ) confi,gurations

2 6Shielding from the crystal iield is provided by tne 5s 5

P

(6s^6tJ^) orbitals. However, the shielding of actinide ions

IS small compared to lanthanide ions and probably because

of this, bhe chemical properties of actinides are consider-

ably different from those of lanthanides Thus the actinides

2+
are found to form stable molecular complexes such as IJO

2 t

2+
lTp02 ,

otc. , reflectingthe covalent bonding wh^le lantha-

nides retain their ionic ch=irccter^^ '/hen the lanthanide

(actinide) ions are doped in crystali , th'- ion energy

levels of the 10ns are snlii inio a number of Stark Compo-

nents The number of compo^-xcnts and bhe extent of splitt-

ing depends on the stAigth and symmetry of the static
t

part of the lon-lattice interaction The dynamical part

of ihe lon-lattice interaction involving phonons of :he

lattice gives rise to the thermal dependence of the"

transitions and results in energy exchange processes

between the ion and the lattice
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1* 2 Static Ion~lattiQe Interaction

The Hamiltonian of the system can he written as

H = tl + V (1.1)

where represents the static interaction of the ion with

the crystalline environment and is free ion Hamiltonian

which IS represented in the usual notation hy

I I dv-x
1=1 ,N i>3=1,N^13 1=1,11

( 1 .2 )

can he expanded interms of spherical harmonics as

l,m

(1 3 )

In the central field approximation (zero-order

approximation), all states of a given configuration f^

have the same energy Part of this degeneracy is removed

with the inclusion of interelcctronic repulsion and spin

orhit interaction. The electronic repulsion term gives

rise to different electronic states (called multiplets)

and the spin orbit interacbion further splits these soates

into levels having different J values The levels finally

have only one good quantum number J ’flaon the ion is

embedded in a crystal, the extent to which the (2J+l)-fold

degeneracy of these levels is lifted deponds upon the

symmetry of the crystal field. By knowing the site symmetry

of the ion in the lattice, it is possible to predict the
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number of Stark components mxo uhich tbe J level is split

and the transformation properties of the corresnonding

wave functions using grouo theory. Several site oymjetries

for the ions are possible when thev are accoiainodated in a

lattice (eg Cai'’
2 ) having aliovalent cations

The spectral lines of the lanthanide (actinide)

ions doped in crystals in che ontical region are associax—

ed with transitions among the levels of 4f'^^ ("^f'*) configura-

tion and are found to involve electric dinole radiation.

The intra-configurational transitions due to electric

dipoles are forbidden because of the parity rule within the

free ion energy levels However, these tramsitions become

allowed through configurational mixing (eg. 4f^'' and 4f

4fN 1 brought about by the lon-lattioe interaction

and hence are called forced electric dipole transitions

In the case of static crystal field interaction with the

ion, the crystal field has to be non-centrosymmetric to

bring about this admixture of different oont igurations,

Vi/hen the crystal field ha’^ a center of inversion (i.e ,

centrosymmetric ) , the dynamic crystal field interaction

with the ion through the lattice phonons can bring about

the configurational mixing The oscillator strengths (f

)

of the forced electric dipole transitions are very small

—6
and are of the order of 10*' where as for allowed electric

2 ) -3
dipole transitions '

, f is of the order of 10 .
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1 2.1 Ilynamic lon-lattioe Interaction

This interaction is reflected in txie followDnfjj

experimental observations

(1) The present of spectral lines which sre

allowed by the simultaneous interaction of the ionic

system with both lattice vibrations and the radiative field,

(2) The presence of radiationless processes in

crystals, by which an ion in an excited state decays by

transfering its energy to ohonons, and

(5) The dependence of the width and the position

of the spectral lines on the temperature The K-imiltonian

describing the total system (ion + lattice) can be written

H = E
latt

+ H + H .

ion int. (1 4)

where H = H T H ,

ion o cryst

%att = ^
®'k

over

^ all oscillators of the lattice,

Sxnt interaction Hamiltonian

The crystalline field is due to the charges

of the (ligand) ions surrounding the lanthanide (actinide)

ion, therefore a distortion of the ligand ions affects

the crystal field. Such a distortion is a function of

the local strain and the crystal field potential can be
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expressed as

Vyst =
'^0 + + (1 5)

where V^, the static term ig included in the Hamiltonian

^lon ^cryst * which has been discussed earlier 7^,

1
'

2 ^ etc, are the coupling parameters whxch arc functions

of the coordinates of the electrons of the lanthanic

(actinide) ion and of the static distances of this ion

and the ligand charges

The interaction Hamiltonian can thus be I'U’ittcn

as

“int
= + ^2^ + ( 1 . 6 )

The different terms in give rise to the different

processes (7^ for first order process etc, ) involving

emission or absorption of one phonon (for first order

process), two phonons etc , I’lie relative importance

decreases as one considers hic>her and higher order proce-

sses, All these processes involving lattice i^honons are

2 )
temperature-dependent '

Vibronic transitions observed in the optical

spectra of lanthanide (actinide) ions belong to the first

order nrocess. An indication of the vibronic character

of the transitions is given by the close fitting of the

fluorescence lifetimes of vibronic lines and the lifetimes

of the zero-phonon (pure electronic) lines Also, the
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thermal, shift of the peaks of the vihronic lines is eq.ual

to the shift of the zero-phonon line They show the same
rz

)

Zeeman effect as the zero-nhonon line"'^ Vihronic transi-

tions can be easily detected b^?" their temperature dei?endence

and from group theoretical analysis^^ The vibronic transi-

tion between two levels i and 3 depend essentially Oxi the

matrix element

[
elec .ik elec

^
3

]x[
elec

P
1

, elec ^
1 'Pi

( 1 . 7 )

where is the polarization of the photon,

elk r
.|.j^e electric multipole radiation operator,

IS the operator representing the vibrational

mode involved t> v riy X

The selection rules for vibronio transitions can be illus-

trated by considering i^ig. 1.1* and denote the

representations of the initial and final levels of the

vibronic transition, is the representation of the

active vibrational mode and is the representation

of the radiation operator. The transition is allowed if
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the direct product representation ( r3_ ^ ^ ^r^

con bains In general, it is possible that nhonons ^vith

all possible wave vectors (js) can participate in these

5 6 )transitions ^ ' It is observed bhat -ohonons belonging to

high symmetry points in the Brillouin Zone are predominant

in the vibronic transitions^ \ Thus, the rexjresentations

of the phonons at these special points have to be reduced

into a sum of irreducible representations of the site

symmetry group of the lanthanide (actinide) ion and the

selection rules can then be derived which would also ,ive

polarization features of the vibronic transitions

Second order and higher order processes (multi-

phonon processes) are found to be responsible for the non-

radiabive relaxations of the ion between two levels. The

relative importance of the contributions of the different

processes decreases as tne order of the process increases.

All bhese processes aro temperature dependent and give rise

to the observed thermal broadening of the spectral lines

which results in homogeneous broadening (lorentzian line

shape). In the case of lanthanides, in which the crystal

field produces splitting of the ’J-levels' that is smaller

than IcTp (Tjj is the Debye temperabure) , the multi-phonon

* Thei broadening of lines observed at very low temperatures
where thermal vibrations are quenched is attributed to
microscopic strains m the crystal. This inhomogeneous
broadening results in a ' G-auseian line shape '

.
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relayation processes may produce a shor benins of xhe life-

time of a certain level and give a homo :;cneouc. 'lifetime

broadening' contribution In actinides, where the crystal

field effects are large, one observes large thermal deoend-

ences of 'band' (line) positions, band wic'ths and band

areas because of the changing crystal field witn tempe-

2 )natures

1 3 Rplaxation Processes

Ions in excited levels can relax to lower levels

x’artiatively as well as nonradiatively. The observed life-

time of an excited level is the inverse of the sum of the

probabilities for all possible transitions (radiative and

nonradiativc) to all the lower levels,

n. e. , = I + I (1.8)
J J

^ / HI* N /

where w
( is the probability of radianve (non-

J- J J

radiative) transition from level i to le\rt,l j

The radiative relaxation of uiie lanthanide

(actinide) ions is mostljr due to forced electric dipole

transitions which become allowed because of configurational

mixing, as has been discussed earlier (Sec 1 2) The

calculation of the transition probabilities for forced

electric dipole transitions thus involves the sum over

7 )

the levels of a large number of configurations. Judd''

and Ofelt^^ have shown that the electric dipole transition
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probability can be express ec" in terms of a suall number of

intensity perameters whicn are cliaractex is tic of the host

lattice. Using this theory, i he observed siectral intensi-

ties and radiative lifetiaes can be explained "atisfacto-

There are number of ways in TA,hich & nonradiative

relaxation can take place Tne ion interacts with the

lattice and relaxes to the lo 'er levels by spontaneous

emission of phonons in the multiphonon relaxation pro-*

cess^^*^'^^ In the lon-ion interaction relaxation process,

the energy transfer takes place between the excited ion

and the other ions in the ground state through multipole

( dipole-dipole, quadrupole- dipole etc ) interactions or

exchange interactions with or without the assistance of

lattice phonons^^'^^^ Another well known process is the

migration of the excitation energy among the ions until

a q.uenching center is encountered In addition to

these, other processes like cooperative energy transfer

18 19 )

have been observed which involve more than two ions ’ .

The multiphonon relaxation process, which plays

the dominant role in the nonradiative relaxation contri-

bution of the decay times for low concentrations of the

ions, has been very well studied The spontaneous emission

of the lattice phonons takes place during the transition

of the ion between two energy levels. With increasing
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temperature, the multiphonon relaxation is contributed hy

stimulated emission of phonons also

The rate of spontaneous emission of phonons has

been observed to depend exponentially on the energy separa-

tion of the levels. Jt is characteristic of the lattice

20 )
and IS independent of the ion lu is given by

{^ = C exp(-a/iE) (l 9)

where C and a. are constants characteristic of the lattice

and AS IS the energy separation between the levels The

rates calculated from this eq.uation are found to be xirithm

+ 50 percent of the experimentally observed values.

The rate of multiphonon transitions vary with

temperature due to the stimulated emission of phonons

from the thermally excited phonon modes of the lattice

The phonon mode whose frequency is close to the cut-off

Frequency of the phonon spectrum of the lattice (Deb 3’-e-

phonon) has been found to play a dominant role in the

relaxation process^^» The observed multiphonon

tzcinsition rate (MPTR) of a Stark manifold at any tempe-

rature IS a weighted (thermal) average of the individual

rat es of the thermally access ihle Stark levels

•

It IS ohserved bhat when the ions are pumped

into higher levels and the ohserved fluorescence is from

lower levels > the decay rates of the lower levels are

influenced hy those of higher levels and thei,r branching
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raxiiog Ihe branching ratio for transitions from level i

10 level j IS given by

“13
p = (1 10;

I

d

where is the transition rate (radiative + nonradiative

)

The ' buildup- times
' (t^^^ ) observed as 'peaks' in the fluoro-

scenoe decay-curves reflect these effects I’rom Ihe observed

t , the branching ratios and the transitioxi rates of

different higher levels can be obtained by monitoring the

2 22 )decay of the fluorescence from the lower level ’ Bjr

solving the rate equations of the system of levels, one

can thus get all the dynamical characteristics of the

difTerent excited levels. Transient fluorescence study is

thus helpful in understanding the different excitation and

deexGibation processes that take place amongst the energy

levels of the ion.

Analysis of the sbccdj sbatc and tlir transient

fluorescence spectra of ions in crystals is the aim of the

most of the current studios, and 0 vast amount of litera-

ture exists on these topics. Only a cursory review of

some of the salient features necessary for this thesis is

presented here.
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CHAPTER 2

EZPI.RIM±,I(rTAI DETAIES

ABSTRACT

A mlsed Ng lasei and a pulsed Ar'*' laser "both

fabricated in the laboratory along nth a commercial O'! Ar''laser

( Spectra-Phyaics ) , are employed for recording the fluorescence

spectra and for the measurement of lifetimes of the

fluorescence icv'cls Ibe spectrometer used is assembled

around a 0 75 m plane grating spectrograph, fitted with

a 130 photomultiplier tube. The wavelength accuracy is

'''1 5 S The fluorescence excited by the N2 laser is nhoto-

graphed using a Garl-Zei^s three prism spectrograph

for transient (lifetime) studies, a boxcar

integrator is used Initially the experiments were conducted

by chopping the 0',f Ar'*’ laser output by a rotating prism to

obtain light pulses of '\<10 psec width with a repetitive

rate of 20 to 170 pps latter work is carried out with the

pulsed Ar^ laser fabricated in the laboratory In this

case, the pulse widths can be varied from 2 to 50 psec with

a maximum repetition rate of 50 pps The 1^2 l^-ss^r is employed

whenever it yielded strong fluorescence The 1^2 laser

could be operated with a maximum of 70 pps and a pulse tvLdth

of 0 0 nsec.
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2 1 Ex-perimental set up for the recording of fluorescence
with the Argon ion laser

The steady state fluorescence sioectra excited

by the CV Ar"^ laser are recorded by the experiiaental set

up^^ shown in Fig 2 1

The Ar'*’ laser used is a Spectra- Physics , ITo I65_u5.

It IS capable of operating at any of the nine spectral lines,

which can be selected by an intra-cavity tuning orism

The laser beam is uade vertical and focused on

to the crystal under study by a right angled prism, lens

combination • Standard demountable cold-fin^er dev?ars are

fabricated for measurements at 77°K The lox-fer portion

of the cryostat has five windows, four on four sideo and

2 )

the fifth at the bottom The heater assembly siiown in

Fig 2 2 IS Used for high bemoerature measurements

(5o0 to 6U0°l0 The laser light enters the crystal from

the bottom as shown and bhe fluorescence is collected

perpendicular to the plane of paper.

The emitted fluorescence light is collected by

a double convex lens of 2'* focal length and 2'' aperture.

This lens is so chosen as to overfill the collimating

mirror of the 0,75 m, f/6.3 plane grating spectrograph

(Jarrell-Ash, Model No, 75-000). This spectrograph which

uses an asymmetric Czerny-Turner mounting, has a worm and

gear arrangement to rotate the grating table. One revolu-

tion of the grating shaft resnlts in a 0,1 degree rotation



1 Laser 7 Cam and Mlcroswltch

2 Crystal 8 Photomultiplier tube

3 Polarizer 9 H V Power supply

4 Filter 10 PIcoammeter

8 Monochromator 11 Strip chart recorder

6 Motor

FI6 21 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE RECORDING SPEC-
TROPHOTOMETER

(Ref 1)



Thermocouple leads

Asbestos lined box

Saucepan heating

element

Laser beam

0
Top view of crystal holder

flO 2 2 HEATER ASSEMBLY

(Ref 2)

Copper block

Crystal

Aluminium
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Oi the 3,rating A mechajiical counter indicates the setting,

in hundredths of a degree The grabing is rotated using

a reversThle d c motor (Bodine, ¥o i\l3H-12iiG)
, fed by

a regulated llj V d c power supply (liinari'i: electronics,

No 1214) The speed of ohe motor can be varied in =!in

steos between 0 5 and 3 mm, which results in scanning

speeds of 26 to 156 2./minube lor a 120u groves/aim grating

Tne grating used is blazed at 5000 S and has 1200 grooves/mm

A precision bilateral slit ( Jarrell-Ash, No 12-000) is

mounted in place of the plate holder using the same clamping

arrangements

To eliminate second order spectra and also to

minimise the scattered laser radiation, Corning glass

filters are used To study che polarization characteristics

of bhe xluorescence, a polaroid sheet is used below

6500 a ind a C] an-Thompson prism neyono 65uO ?.

A photomultiplier i^ube (iTl, Wc fv 130) is

fixed directly in front of bhe exit slit The res jonse

of the 130 tube lo S-20 and its darV current at 1300 V

at room temperature is '^10 nA, which obviates the necessity

of 'IMT-cooling' unlike other photomultipliers The high

voltage reqiiired for the tube is obtained from a stabilised

high voltage power supply.

The current from the fllT (for steady state

experiments) is measured by a picoammeter (Leithley, No, 417)

»
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which has a full scale ran^e variable between 3 r 10”^ amios

and 3 x 10”^^ amps in a 3, 1, 0 1 and 0 3 sequence. In

—3
the current ranges below 3 y 10 amps, a low pass fi3 uer

with time constant continuously variable from 0 to 3 secs

can be used for noise rejection The d c component of

the dark current of the PUT can be subtracted out usinj

the 'Current Suppress*. The nicoammeter has an output

of 3 ^ for full scale deflection, which is used to c^rive

the strip chart recorder (\rarian Model JJJ’o &-14A-2)

The recorder has two chart speeds of 2 5 cms and 10 cms/min

giving a dispersion of 0 26 S to 1 56 S/mm for the various

sneer a of the grating rotacion (l 0 S,/mm is generally used)

A provision is also made to obtain a 'wavelength

marker' on the chart for evexjr rota Lion of the grating

shaft (Pig. 2,3) A cam attached to the grating drive

shaft closes uhe microswitch [_vesbo (India), No MVRS]

contact once every rotation ond counect'=' a 1 5 V" dry cell

across the recorder terminals throu 'h a capacitor Tne

capacioor allows only a sharp spike of vo^ta^e to pass

through, at the instant i-ne contact is closed). During uhe

off period of the microswitch, the capacitor is discharged

through the resistor to make it ready for the next

marker ^2 is an isolation resistor inserted in the pico-

ammeter output lead to prevent ohe shunting of ihe 1.5

pulse by the low output impedance of the picoammeter



Cam

M =5 Mtcroswitch-( Kesbo No MVR'-6)

NC = Normally closed corvtacl

NO = Normally open contact

R = Recorder

P = Prcoammeter

C » ~0 1 >jF

Rl “ '“'10 K-ft

R2 » '^BOKil

FIG.2 3 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE WAVELENGTH

marker circuit
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Since the output impedance of the recorder is litln , this

senes resistance R
2

does not reduce the voltcige received

by the recorder significantly

By recording the epect -a ol =tandarc sources iDke

the Iciat- ires sure dischar^,ee of Ar, lie-lTe, anc Cs
, the oositions

of the markers could be cal ibrated and are re'seatable to

1 S Usually the spectra are recorded several tines and

the calculated wavelength of the spectial lines raicly

dif_er from each other by more than 1 £ and the rms

deviation (of 5 repetitions) is lees than 0,5 ^

Some preliminary work on the fluorescence snectrum

3+ +
of I)y laPj using Ar laser excitation on a Spex iTo I4OO

double monochromator was done by Professor P Venkateswarlu

in association with Dr. J J. Eim at the University of

California, Santa Barbara. These results were used by the

author during the initial stages of work All the recordings

and the numbers reproduced in this thesis are however,

obtained by the author on bhe setup assembled here.

2 2 Lxnerimental arrangement for fluorescence with laser
excitation

The optical arrangement is shown in Pig 2 4 ,

The length of the Ifg laser plasma tube is 80 ems and the

optimum pressure for the commercial nitrogen gas used is

40 mm of Hg at an excitation voltage of 12 lECV d c,. The
f

spark gap is flushed continuously with air at a pressure
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ol '^2 bar The pulse rex)efcition rate can bo controlled

by triggering the spark gap vith a trigger generator

However, tnis is not used for the present Tjork and tne spark

gap IS fired in a self-quenched mode where the repetition

rate depends on the applied voltage. The laser Dulse

generated has a width of 8 nsec wifh an esti^iated peak

power >100 Z¥ The repetition rate used is '\j 25 pps

The cross section of the laser beam is a

2rectangle of dimensions 4 x 10 mm . It is reflected up-

wards by a front coated (aluminimm) mirror and is focused

into the crystal by a quartz lens (2'' dia, 1'' focus).

Fluorescence from the crystal is collected in a perpendi-

cular direction and is focused on the entrance slit of the

spectrograph, A Garl-Zeiss three prism spectrograph is

used to photograph the spectrum. The dispersion varies

from 47 &/mm at 4500 S, to 220 S/mm at 9000 S A slit

width of 50 p IS used in all the regions The exposure

times are a few hours Eastjian Kodaii lOJa-u and F plates

are used Oesiuta and Potassium lamps are used as standards

in the region 5250 to 9000 2. and I ron arc in the region

below 5250 S The plates are measured on a Carl-Zeiss

hodel B Abbe comparator which ha'^ a least count of

1 p The positions of uhe broad (broader than 30 p slit)

lines are obtained by taking densitometer traces of the

plates on a Carl- Zeiss microdensitometer used with an
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attached strip chart recorder The errors in the wsvelength

values are + 1.0 S

2 • 3 Set un for lifetime measurements

The transient fluorescence is also laeasured by

the same spectrophotometer (Sec 2 1) as is used for the

steady state fluorescence. The block diagram is sho ni in

Pig 2 5 ( IVhen pulsed Ir and M'2 lasers are used for the

decay time measurements, tbe prism is stationar’'^ and the

scattered beam is sensed by the photocell/photodiode.) In

this case, the output of the PMT is fed to a bo car inte-

grator through an emitter follower For very weak signals,

an amplifier is used before the boxcar The trigger pulses

needed for triggering the boxcar are obtained from an

oscilloscope which inturn is triggered by the output of

a nhoto tube (RCA, No, 929) or a photodiode (hP, Fo 5082-

4207 ) which senses a fraction of bhe laser beam The

trigger pulses from the CRC are also used to start a digital

counter [Yamuna (India), hodel 6I4 ] The moving gate

from the boxcar is used to stop the counter so that the

time elaiDSed between the ins bant the boxcar is triggered

axid the continuously moving boxcar gate can be noted from

the counter The output of bhe boxcar is fed to a strip

chart recorder (Varian, Model Q-14A-2) The ’markers' in

this case are obtained in the following way The counter

Is used in the 'display hold' mode and the readings are



Trigger

M-

Marker
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taken onljt when the counter is 'reset* This reset volxage

IS tapped out of the counter and used to provide a mark

on the chart oaper (kig 26)

231 Laser source

-f.

Initial experime its are done using the Ar

laser The continuous laser beam is chopped using a right

angled prism mounted on a universal motor (Bodine, Model

NSE-I3 ) The prism could achieve a top speed of 10,000 rpm

when a voltage of 110 Y is applied to the motor The rise

time of the pulse (from 10 percent of the total power to

90 percent) can he calculated and is given by

T
0,2 X

10-90 (2 1 )

au

where a is the radius of the beam before focusing and ' u

denotes the angular velocity of the prism I*or \ = 4880

a = 1 mn, and 10 = 3000 rpm, ^io-90
~ 2 psec A typical

laser pulse is shown in u'lg, 2 7. This arrangei'ent is used

to study the lifetimes (t) of only La?^ at 77°k and

at 300°JC In this case, x is 1 msec and so, the speed

of 1;he motor is kept minimum to give a repetition rate of

20 pps.

In the later experiments, the author coula use

a pulsed Ar**" laser of peak cower ^<30 W. This is f '=<bj.'*ica bed

in the laboratory in association with Lrs K 3 Ramasastry

and U Y Kumar, Its design is simimar to the Hughes Model



COUNTER RESET SWITCH

FIG 2.6 EVENT MARKER CIRCUIT



Tfme base =02 milH-sec

Qaie vKidths \ micro -sec

Scan time = 30minutes

Time constant * 0 1 mi 111 -sec

Fio 2 7 A TYPICAL LASER PULSE
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No 3030 hi oulsed Ar"*" laser The julse wx(?th of this laser

can be varied from 10 Msec to 50 p-sec and the repetition

can be varied upto 60 pps. The laser discharge tube is a

Corning (India) glass capil] ary of 6 mm I L and one meter

length (Pig 2 8) It is te’^minated on either ends with

quartz windows set at Brewster's anjle It is connected

on one side to a large gas ballast tube of 2'' ID and

30 '' length The electrodes are co-axial type and are made

of ivovar The laser is excited by d c, voltage pulses of

750 to 2000 V coupled to the tube through an artificial

transmission line made up of several D C sections as

shown in xij, 2,9 and is triggered externally The currenii

pulse width can be varied by changing the number of sections

of the D 0 network. The equivalent resistance of the bube
*

IS ^<2,5 0 The laser resonator is formed by two multi-

layer dielectric coated mirrors (Spectra Physics Co ) of

2 meter radii of curvature, separatea by aoout 1 5 meters

The mirrors are broad band mirrors with one percent and

four percent transmission neated at about 4700 5 The

multi-x beam has maximum intensity at a pressure of '^15[^,

though there is slight variabion for individual laser lines

A 60° glass prism is placed inside the cavity near the one

percent mirror side for intracavity tuning of wavelength.

Also, different modes can be obtained by placing a

variable aperture inside the cavity. But, it is found
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that in the lowest mode, the intensity is very low

and so, the laser is used as such without any aperture

controller. This laser js used to s budy the decay times

of only the liP UO
2

sys cem in the present work, as the

intensity of the fluorescence is very strong compared to

the other two systems under study

The transient flucres- ence of Dy^"* GaJ^ crysatals

IS studied by using the 1^2 laser which is describtd earlier

2,3.2 Electronics

The output from bhe PHT is fed to an a c coupled

amplifier (Tektronix Model 1121, 5 Ha to 17 Mz), through

an emitter follower The emitter follower (Pig 2 10),

with a large input impedance (20K to 2000K n ) and an

output impedance of 50 n is used to avoid the distortion

of the pulse due to impedance mismatch. The gain of the

a c coupled amplifier could be varied between 5 and 100

in 8 steps with the help of an input atbenuator

A boxcar integrator (PAR, llodel CVJ-1) is used

for signal integration. This instrument samples the

input transient signal with a variable width, variable delay

gate The gabe can be scanned employing different scan

rates across a variable cime base suitable for the input

signal. The signal passed by the ^abe is averaged by

variable time constant integrators, the output of which

IS the average of some number of repetitions of the input
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signal over the gate width interval because the average

value of noise over a large number of repetitions is zeroj

an improvement in S/N ratio occurs which is given by

2 X "fime constant (sec )

SNIR = [ Y
G-ate width (sec )

To obtain a resolution equal to the selected aperbure bime

(gate width), a minimum scan -oeriod (MSP) is to be used,

which IS

Time Constant (sec ) x Time base (sec )

MSP (minutes )ss
—

o
12 X Trigger freq (/sec ) x [Gate width (sec )]

(2 5)

The averaging time constant can be varied from loO nsec

to lUO sec in 1-3 sequence, while the time base duration

IS adjustable between 10 nsec to 1 sec in 1-2-5 sequence

The gate width is continuously variable from 1 iisec co

0 11 sec.

The boxcar has + 10 V output for driving

po centiometric recorders A varian G-14A-2 recorder with

two chart speeds of 4' '/min and I'Vmin is used

-J.

'’Jhxle using the G’7 Ar laser, for lifetime

measurements, the light reflected from the rotating nrism

IS sensed by a phototube (RCA, No. 929), biased at

-250 V, d c , The amplified output of the phototuoe is
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taken through a cathode follower (J'’ig 2 11), and is used

to trigger the CEO (Tekbronii, Eo 545B) The delayed

pulse from the CEO is used to trigger bhe boxcar

integrator as well as to start a digital counter [faauna

(India), No 614 Jk The delay is chosen to match tne time

period between the instant the laser beam strikes the photo

tube and the instant it falls on the crystal under studj?’,

'Jhile using the pulsed Ar"^ and the N
2

laser a

part of the beam is sensed by a photodiode (H P No

5082-4207) biased at -18 V d.c (Pig 2 12), the output

of which IS used to trigger the CEO, the boxcar integrator

and the coimter simultaneously.

The moving gate from the boxcar integrator is

used bo stop the digital counter, thus giving bhe location

of the gate across the fluorescence signal The 'display

time' switch is kept at thereby disabling the counter

I and the time interval can be noted nene'jrav needed b;^

press in ’ the 'Eeset' switch About 20 V is always available

across this switch. On nressing the switch, this voltage

IS grounded and the resaltanb snike of voltage is used for

marking the events on the chart (fig, 2 6), The values

of the capacitor and the resistor are chosen by trial and

error to get a marker of about 1 cm height. A tynical

decay curve is shown in Pig, 2,13
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2, 4 The Crystals used
%

A single crystal of Dy (0.5 percej.it) from

Optovac Go. , has been loaned from Professor H P Broida,

University of California, uaxiba Barbara Bycitaxion

4* 3+Ar laser has shown the presence of Pr as an additional

impurity and laser excitation has shorn the prespnce

of Bd-^ as a third impurity. The presence of Bd is not

detectable with Ar”^ laser,

3+Single crystals of GaP
2 ^ 9-3^6 ^TOT/m in a

vacuum Bridoman furnace in the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(BARC), Bombay by the author in association with Mr H

Jagannith of this laboratory and Dr. S, Muraliclbara Rao

of the Health Phys Division, BARG The furnace is

designed and fabricated by Dr. S Muraliahara Rao and it

can be operated upto 1600°C, There is a provision in the

furnace to grow a batch of crystals at a time in a graphite

crucible so as to ensure identical groT^th conditions for

the present work, the author has grown a batch of seven

crystals The activator (Dy^^) concentrations are U 0,

U 01, 0 03, 0 09 , 0 27, 0 54 and 1.08 percent by wt o"

the host material Cap
2

» 4. small amount of Pb '''2 is added

to the charge to remove traces of oxygen. The absence of

oxygen is reflected in the transparency and the lack of

3+
greenish tinge of the 03^2 crystals grown by this

method In the OaT'2 crystals, the oxygen-activated

spectra are not found. Small pieces are cut from these
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l/4'' dia, 2’’ long rods and are used after polishin^.

By comparing tlie observed fluorescence :3pectia in these

crystals excited with various lines of the OW Ar"*" Haser

with the spectra recorded in a similar manner hy excitix^g

0aF2 Nd^"^ and Cal
2

Pr^"^ crystals, the presence of Pr^"^

3+
as I'^ell as Nd could he confirmed

The IiiP UO^ ( < 250 ppm) crystal is loaned to

the author hy Dr A 7 R. Varner, Solid State Physics

laboratory, Delhi. The crystal is cleaved so as to get

( 100 ) faces and is used after polishing.
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CHAPTER 3

THE STEADY STATE AHD TRANS lEITT ELUORBSOENGE

SPECTRUI4 OP

ABSTRACT

The steady state and transient fluorescence
'5+

spectra of 0.5 percent Dy LaP^ are studied in the 4500

to 9000 & region in the temperature range of 77 to 673°K,

The positions and the relative intensities of the

fluorescence lines agree well with the ones reported

earlier, except for the observation of a new group of

lines arising from G-level (^^
2.3/ 2

^’ fluorescence

from G-level of has so far not been reported in any

lattice. This fluorescence is barely detectable at 300°K

and the intensity is found to increase as the temperature

IS raised Prom the energy level positions and from the

observed rate of variation of intensity, it is concluded

that the G-level is thermally populated from P-level

which IS primarily excited by the 4765 S laser line.

The decay time of the P-level found

to be A. 1.39 msec throughout the temperature range of

study (77 to 675*^K)* thereby signifying the purely radiative

nature of the fluorescence decay. The G-level ^^^
2.3 /2)

IS also found to show the same decay time throughout

(i.e. 300 to 673®K), The build up time of the fluorescence

(with laser excitation) is compatible with the
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expected rates of populating the F and G- levels via the

multiphonon transitions from higher levels. A simplified

four-level model is used to obtain the radiative transition

rates of I* and G- levels The radiative transition rate

of found to be -v 720 seo"*^ and that of

—1
IS calculated to be less than 1,5x10-'^ sec ,

The fluorescence spectrum shows significant

polarization v/hich is incompatible with the low site

symmetry of the ion. An attempt is thereby made to explain

the polarized lines by considering possible distortion

towards higher site symmetry and also by the coupling

of lattice phonons to the stark levels of the ion It

5+
IS concluded that the site symmetry of the ly ion in

I/aF^ IS very likely higher than
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3.1 Introduction

Trivalent dysprosium (Dy^"*") is a Kramer's ion

Q 5with a valence electron configuration of 4f and a ^15/2

ground state The free ion levels are split into (2J+l)/2

Kramer's doublets by a crystalline field of any si be

symmetry less than cubic

The absorption, fluorescence and the lifetimes

3+
of Dy in various lattices have been studied extensively

1 2)by several authors. G-obrecht ' ' investigated the spectrum

of 1572(30^)^ powder form These spectra were

rerecorded with hi^ dispersion (5 S./mm) at 20°K by

Meehan and Hutting^^ Rosa^^ used single crystals and

powders of I)y2(S0^)^*8H20, I3y(]!T0^)^ *6H20, I)y(BrO^)^ 9H2O

and ly(G2H^S0^)^ 9H2O for study at 85°K. Hoogschagen et al^^

3+
have done the absorption studies of ly ion in some

aqueouc solutions The absorption and fluorescence

spectra of lyCl^ 6H2O were recorded by Dieke and Singh^^

at 4. 2°IC using a 21 ft, concave grating with a dispersion

of 1.2 S/mm and a ''•/adsworth spectrograph with a dispersion

of 5 S/mm Zeeman effect studies were also done by them

and the levels upto 21,000 cm”'*' were established,

7 )
G-ramberg ' investigated the absorption spectra of

Dy(02H^S0^)j 9H2O, l!yCl^»6H20 and Iy(]5r0^)^ •6H2O between

21,000 cm”^ and 26,220 cm“^ and discussed the magnetic

properties of these salts, Orosswhite and Dieke '' have
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established the energy levels of Ils^Cl^ upto 37»0u0 cm

hy the Zeeman study of the absorption and fluorescence

spectra at 4 2^1, The first theoretical interoretation

of ion was due to Jijirgensen^^ The calculations

were pysteinatized by Elliot b et al^^\ Judd^^\ 'ybourne^^^^^^

and Axe and Dieke^^^ infebinie studies of the excited

states of in EaCl^ were made by Barasch and Eieke^^^

lyioos and his co~workers have l ensured the liietimes

of Y,X,W,A,B,D and B levels of this system in detail and

studied the mulLiplionon relxation rate as a funcbion of

energy gap and temoerature They have ^Iso studied the

1 17 ItS )

relaxation rates for the d,J and B levels of Tsy^ laBr^ * ^

Fry et al^^^ (hereafter referred to as FORM)

have reported the absorption and fluorescence speefra

3 Q
of By LaB^ at 4.2 K, The aosorption spectrum ws''

recorded in the 3'^00-30OOu R range and the fluorescence

vfas recorded in tne 4500-llUu0 X region. The energy

levels below 24 jOoO cm"^, established wiLh the ^id of

intermediate coupling calculations, are shown in Pig 3 1.

They hsve observed fluorescence only ±rom the

level while in other hosts, fluorescence was observed

from some lAigher as well as lower levela^*^’ ^Iso,

the observed number of transitions in fluorescence and

3+
absorption of ly BaF^ only indicate that tho site

symmetry of rare earth ion is non cubic In laJ"^ crystal,
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the r^ri^arti xon can have etleast foixr different non

cable site symmetries ^2 '^s
^ according to

the different structures proposed for Laf^' ” \ Jo

attempt was, however, made by PGRM to determine the exact

site symmetry by recording the polarization of various

lines The present work reports the observation of new

fluorescence from the G-level (^-^
15 /2 ^

polarization features of the fluorescence from P-level

of Uy^

'

laF^, Fluorescence from the G-level has so far

not been reported in any lattice* The lifetimes of the

F and G-levels are also measured in the temperature range

of 77 to 673°K, An attempt is made to understand these

values along with the observed *build-up times', assuming

thermal mixing of the F and G-levels and the radiative as

well as non radiative relaxation rates are calculated.

5 •

2

Exnerimental Details

The steady state and transient fluorescence spectra

are recorded using Ar and ^2 lasers as described in

Cha iter 2, The decay times are measured using a mechanically

choppec CU Ar"*" laser excitation as well as N
2
laser The

high temperature fluorescence is recorded using the heater

assembly (Sec. 2,1),

A single crystal of laF^ containing 0 5 percent

by at. of Ty used for the present study is loaned from

Frofessor B. P. Broida of University of California, Santa

Barbara, U, S A, . The crystal is originally bought from
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Optovac Inc., USA, It is of very good optical quality and

its dimensions are 10 x 7 x 4 mm"^, c axis being parallel

to 4 nim side. The c axis has been checked by using a

polarization microscope An unknown but small quantity of

Pr as well as still smaller quanxities of Nd"^ are

detected from the excitation of fluorescence with Ar"*" and

llg lasers

3 3 fluorescence from Gklevel

The observed ' G-fluorescence
’ , ^^^^15/2^

at three different temperatures using 4765 ^ excitation is

shown in figure 3*2 The polarization features are shown

in figure 3»3* The spectrum is similar with IT
2

laser

excitation and is detectable only above 300°Z It is barely

identifiable with 4580 S. excitation because of its immediate

nelghbo^lrhood of this laser line. A 'slow- scan' spectrum

with 4765 S excitation is shown in ''igure 3.4 G-^Y fluore-

scence IS shown in figure 3.5. The wavelen^^ths , relative

intensities and the assignments of the observed transitions

of G- -*-Z and G -Y groups are given in Table 3.1 The increase

in integrated intensities of G Z fluorescence with temperature

IS shown in 1' igure 3 6, It is seen that the integrated

intensities at temperature T°K can be written as

I
5

,
= I^ exp(-AE/kT) (3 1)

with aE= 1140 + 70 cm”^, k IS the Boltzmann factor.



RG. 3 2 High temperature tluorescciwe Of Dy’* LaFj

.

4765A excitation, G(Vj)-*Z('h,b,2 )
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16.3 6 TEMPERATURE VARIATION OF INTEGRATED INTENSITY

OF g(*i,b,2)-*z fluorescence
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Table 3 1

High-temperature fluoresoence spectrum of laJV

*
Wavelength Energy Intensitv Transition

(1) (cm”^) (aro.units

)

Assignments

4500 5 22215 33 VB ^5*^ ^1’

4521 5 22110 57 SR

4537.
0*^

22035 90 n ^3 ^4 > '^7
** ^7

4556.2 21942 61 /B ^2 ^5 ’

4575.8 21848 53 WB b * ^7

5323.3 18778 28 VB Og-^Yl, Kx rj f
2

5356.8 18663 47 '/'B Y^,

5383 8 18569 80 h ^4 "^4’ ’^5

5440.7 18375 28 WB &l-^4

5 ^61.1 18306 26 '/"VB

9 This line is a-polarized Polarization characteristics
could not be recorded for G- -vY fluorescence because of

the very weak intensity.

The numbers indicate relative intensities of the lines
in each group in an arbxtrery scale and the letters
w, h, B, O, WB, SR stand for sharp, meaium, broad,
very broad, vrery very broad and shoulder transitions.
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The energy mismatch between 4765 2. (20981 cm~^)

excitation and the lowest Stark level (F^) of *5' ' is 77 cm”"^

and thus only those levels which are atleast 70 cm”^ shove

the ground state will participate in the excitation The

increasedintensity of 'P-fluorescence’ as temperature

IS changed from 77 to 500 closely follows the expected

increase ( > 2,5) in the population of 69 cm”'^

level (Z^) of the ground state. But, when the crystal is

heated further above 300°K, the integrated intensity

remains almost the same and reduces slightly beyond 450^E

The present experiments (Sec. 3 4) showed the lifetimes of

P-level to be constant ( 'v- 1 39 msec) throughout the

temperature range of 77 to 673°K» indicating that the

multiphonon transition rates do not influence the fluorescence

decay. The decrease in 'P-flucrescence ' is thus not expected

The ‘ G-flucrescence * on the other hand is not

detectable at 77°E and starts appearing at about 300°K

and its intensity increases with further rise in temperaure

(Pi3. 3 6)

The Stark levels of G can be populated in two

ways, (a) by direct excitation into the G^level by the

laser line and (b) by the excitation of the ions into the

P-level by the laser and subsequent thermal population of

G-level from 'P*.

(a) The 4765 S (20981 cm“^) excitation falls short

of the lowest Stark level of G ( a, 22020 cm"*^) by 1039 cm"”^
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and from the energy level diagram (Pi ; 3 1)^ no level is

to he seen having this much energy The ground state

6 —1
^ ^

2.3 /2
^ extends upto 307 cm~ (Zrj) only and the next

excited level is at 3502 cm”^ (Y^ of ^^
2.3/2

'^

Boltzmann factors for the Y levels can exnlain neither the

increitse in d-fluox*escence nor the decrease in '^-fluorescence

This mech-nism of direct excitation into the G-level hy the

laser lines can thus he ruled out as invalid

(h) The separation of centers of gravity of the

P” and G- levels is 1070 cmT^ and agrees well with the observed

'effective energy gap, aE' (Pig 3 6) of II40 + 70 cm""^.

Also, thermal population of G from P at 77®E is about six

orders of magnitude less than that at 300®K which thus

explains the non- detectability of G-flucres cence at 77°K«

As the temperature is raised beyond 300®I'C, the increased

intensity of G-fluoreecence closely follows the expected

thermal population of G from P. Thus, 'drain-out' of tho

P-population by thermalization with G qualitatively

exnlains the decrease in intensity of T -fluorescence beyond

450®I<' Also, from the decay cimc measurements of G-iluore-

scenes (Sec, 3.6), this can be clearly seen as being

represented by the thermalization rate,
-t-Q- (^G 3 3), which

at 77 IS much smaller than the multiphonon transition

rate of the G- level,
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3 4 Lifetime of F-~level

The lifetime of the E-level is measured using both

the Ar"*" and '^2 lasers in the temperature ran^^je of 77 to

673^2 (Sec 23) The transient fluorescence signal is

found to increase initially, reach a maximum (at t^^^ ) and

then decay exponentially The decay time is observed to

be 1 39 msec, corresponding to a decay rate of 'v;720 sec"^

throughout the temperature range of study This is easily

understood as follows The level separated from

the next lower level atleast 6000 cm” (The

^^
1/2

LaE^ IS however not reported so far) Hence

the multiphonon transition rate (I'lPTR) can be expected to

be small from the empirical band-gap rule \ and the other

non radiative processes like lon-ion interaction can be

assumed to be negligible because of the low concentration

of dysprosium (05 percent).

The buildup time (t^„^) observed while using the

Ar”** laser excitation is a* 80 p.sec This is attributable

to the finite rise time ( 'v* 25 l^sec) of the laser pulse

itself at the low speeds of the pris’'!- -motor used (Sec 2 3)

With laser excitation (rise time <8.0 nsec), the buildup

times observed are ^ulOO |isec at 77°K and '\i60 hsec at

673*^E. This 'build-up’ is due to the population of E level

from upper levels by radiative or non-radiative processes.

The 1^2 laser (29656 cm~^) lifts the 10ns from the ground
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20 )

state into '0 and P levels' ‘

,

from which only weak fluore-

30)scence is observed Wo detectable fluorescence is

observed from any of the intermediate levels As txie

concentration of dysprosium is low, one need to consider

only the multiphonon relaxation as ohe imports it non-radia tive

process by which the ions in '0 and P levels' can relax to

P-level The MPTR for the different energy gaps between

the intermediate levels can be estimated from the band-gao

rule However, it is to be noted that these values can

be + 50 percent of the observed values. The maximum energy

level separation in is 'v*1500 cm"*^ (between

1 and ‘J and Z' levels) which contributes a MPTR of

•v 2 X 10^ sec”^ and a t„„_ 'Vi 30 usee The effect of the

other intermediate energy gaps is to increase the t

The exact value of t„ „ can only be obtained by writing

the rate equations for all the intermediate levels. The

observed t ^ ( •vlOO p-sec) can thus be attributed to multi-

phonon transitions from the upper levels to P level. Also,

the decrease in the t^„^ with increase in temperature is
niciiA,

also understandable because MPTR do increase irith increasing

temperatures

.

3 5 Lifetime of G-level

The (j-level is separated from P (i e , G^-P^) by

'\<800 cm”^. At 77^Z, the estimated IIPTR is 'xiio'^ sec"”^.

Ho detectable fluorescence is observed from this level at

77°Z. At 300°K and above, G-fluorescence has been observed
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by both Ar"** and N2 lasers (Sec. 3 . 5 ) It is found to show

a decay time of 'v»l,4 msec throughout the temperature range

of 300 to 673 °K This value is same as that of F-level

3, 6 Radiative Relaxation Rates of F and G- levels

At room temperature and above, a small population

exists in the G-level due to thermalization from F , as has

already been discussed in Sec, 3 3 The redistribution of

the ion population in the two levels at thermal equili-

brium affects the decay rates of the levels Tne effective

decay rate would be a weighted average of the two levels.

The G-level (^12.5/2^ decays by both radiative and

multiphonon transitions. Also, the level is populated from

'F' by thermalization. The rate of thermalization at

a temperature T°K is given by

_ y exp (- AB/kT)
th “ MPT

( 3 . 2 )

where Wjyjpj is the rate of multiphonon transitions between

the F and G levels and aE is the energy separation between

the two levels

Intensity of fluorescence vs time and the effective

decay rate can be obtained by solving the rate equations.

Since a large number of levels exist above ^Ip^y^2 oelow

^S/ 2 * a simple model of a four level system is assumed to

obtain the solution, in which '1' represents all the levels

below ^9/2 Levels ’ 2 ’ and ' 3 ' represent the levels F^^g

and '^Ip^y2 respectively and level ' 4 ’ represents an effective
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4 3+level above Trhich. ions relax by non

radiative transitions to levels 2 and 3»

3

2

The following nomenclature is followed

0)42
= Multiphonon transition rate of level 4

0^2
= Multiphonon transition rate of level 3

0)2^
= Rate of excitation of level 3 by thermali-

aation from level 2

“31 ~ Radiative transition rate of level 3

and 0)2-^
= Radiative transition rate of level 2

The rate equations are

\1)
“43’^4

n 5
= “43^4 .23“2 - ( “

n2 =
^32^3 ( + tOgj):

***32 ^^3

RcLlowing the standard procedures of using Laplace transforms

for the solution of differential equations, and n^akin^ the

following assumptions, viz ,

“32 ^
“43 “21’ “31 (3 4 )

and

“23 - “31 ( 3 . 5 )
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the solutions are

n^(t) = exp(- os^^t) (3 6)

n(t) “ T5^T(^-s^^7r«i^-rp-)- [(“- “43)( “21+ “23-P) ex:p-(et)

+ (<z— p)( ^21"^ ^23^ 0xp(— ) J (3 7)

and

**^43 ^ ^32

“2W = («-&)(«- ,o^3)( .0^3-p) “43>

“(a-e) exp(-u^^t)] ( 3 . 8 )

where

W23_ exp(- AE/kT)exp(- ‘^45’^)

a = * 6^P(“ AE/kT)]+[ ]

1+ exp(- AE/kT) ( 3 . 9 )

(JJ

21
+ exp(- AE/kT)

1+ exp(- AE/kT) ( 3 . 10 )

The level 3 (Equation 3.7) decays as a sum of two

exponentials and level 2 (Equation 38) decays as a difference

of two exponentials and the ' tails ' of both the decay curves

have the same time constant p. The level 3 also decays
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as a dxfference of two exponentials for temperatures such

thao £0^2 ®^P(“ AE/hT) > “
43

* present case this

condition is satisfied above room temperature

The degeneracy of the levels 2 and 3 has not been

considered while obtaining equation (3 10 ) /ith this

correction

^2 ‘^21'^% “31

82 ^^-^ exp(- AE/kT)
(3 11)

The validity of the assumptions made can be checked

by estimating the various transition rates Prom the

experimental results,

p = 720 sec“^ (3 12 )

and (0
^^

-x-

5

X 10^ sec“^

29

)

^22 ^sin be estimated from the band gap rule and it

comes out to be'\<5 x 10^ sec” Also exp(- aE/IcT) varies

from 7 X 10”^ at 300°K to 0.1 at 673°h> and the equation

(3 3 ) jaelds 0125 to be grater than P, in this range of

temperature At 77°K, from equation (3 ll)>

P = u)^ « u-

The radiative transition rate of thus, 720 sec

It IS not possible to calculate the value of from the

present experimental results as the range of temperature

over which the decay rates have been measured is not

sufficient The maximum temperature 673 ^KI reached is not
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large enough to give a val’e of P which is significantly

different from uj
22_

unless lO^-j » ui

2]_
fue esperinental

results suggest that and are of the same order

The upper limit of can he estimated from equation (3 11

)

taking into account the maximum possible experimental

inaccuracy in the measurements, which is 10 percent in the

present case. (A variation in the decay time more than 10

percent can be easily detected in the present set up) The

value of the upper limit of comes out to be 1.5 x 10 sec

thereby justifying the assumptions made (Eq s 3.4 and 3 5).

3 7 Polarized fluorescence from F-level

The fluorescence spectrum has been recorded at 77°K

in the wavelength region of 4500 to 9000 S. using various

excitations of the CW Ar'** laser and the II
2

laser. The

fluorescence observed is similar to the one reported by

ECRFI In addition, transitions froi the upper Stark levels

of E are also observed because the lowest temperature

attained in the present work is only 77°'^ The observed

fluorescence groups (7<' ^Z, Y, X, W, A) are indicatod in the

energy level diagram shown in Pi^. 3 1

The spectrum is recorded using mainly 4727 ^

(21149 cm"^) and 4765 S (209S1 cm”^) excita Lions The

energies of these laser lines match approximately with the

fluorescing E-level and thus these excitations yield fluore-

scence of intensity atleast one order of magnitude more
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than that obtained by using other laser lines. Many lines

in the observed fluorescence spectrum sho’r partial polariza~

tion and some lines are even completely polarized The

crystal is alligne<? carefully in all these measurements,

but it IS observed that the amount of nolarization is not

very sensitive for slight misallignments The spectra are

showi in Pigs 3.7 to 3 11 . The 4750 S group is recorded

using i'T

2
laser When this group is recorded with the

the fluorescence is obscured by the fluorescence of

Pr^'*' which IS also excited. (In other regions of Dy^"*^-

3+
fluorescence, there is no such interference from Pr-^ -

*

5+
fluorescence) With laser excitation, Pr^ is not

excited as evidenced by the absence of the Pr"^ -fluorescence.

However, the fluorescence spectra recorded with Ng laser

have comparitively small S/N ratio (because of the pulsed

excitation) and thus only the strong4750 S group is recorded

with this.

All the fluorescence
,
groups are corrected only for

the polarization of the graiing an(? noi for PMT response

etc . Thus, comparision of intensities of diffeient lines

can only be made amongst each group of lines and not between

lines belonging to different groups. The numbers under

the 'a' and columns in Table 3 2 denote relative inten-

sities in the two polarizations, and when the intensity

could not be determined, it is indicated by a blank (— ).
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Table 3 2

'luorescence spectrum of at 77°K

Wavelength Inergy Polarization

(S) a %

4703 4 21255 TV vw

4715.8 21199 4 VVJ

4726.0 21154 25 0

4729 4 21133 56 30

4751 B 21128 27 22

4741 0 21087 15 16

4747.2 21059 29 29

4750 4 21045 69 49

4755.0 21025 0 29

^761.1 20993 46 24

4772 1 20949 49 —

4775.0 20939 46 77

4778.7 20920 0 54

4786. /I 20887 - - —
4795 5 20856 35 104

4803 8 20811 0 56

4818.

2

20749 43 58

4824.2 20723 50

4850 9 20694 — 42

4855.3 20676 — 29

4850.7 20610 — 15



Tatle 5 2 ( Contd. )

Wavelength

(S)

5646.3

5664.

0

5668.9

5688.0

5695 0

5710.2

5717.1

5721 3

5735.1

5741.6

5759.8

6541.0

6548.4

6555 7

6560 8

6568.7

6571.6

6586.4

6598.3

6604.8

6613.4

Inerg3r Pol

a

.arization

TZ

17699 4 5

17650 5 24

17634 24 8

17572 26 11

17554 130 315

17507 21 26

17486 17 0

17473 90 84

17431 0 35

17411 90 66

17357 41 15

15284 3 5

15267 5 9

15254 Tnr vw

1523s 9 8

15220 6 10

15213 riT vw

15179 24 24

15149 54 64

15136 28 27

15117 18 16



Table 3.2 ( , .Contd )

'fevelengtli Energy Polarization

(S) (cm”") a %

6627 5 15035 12 U

6647 2 15040 Ci 24

7370.2 13564 vw vw

7391 3 13526 5 9

7397 3 13515 4 8

7417 9 13477 vw V¥

7445.3 13427 20 14

7462.6 13396 77 16

7492 9 13342 54 32

7497.8 13333 50 34

7512.7 13307 38 68

7541.7 13256 14 20

7545.3 13250 vw vw

7560 3 13223 7 13

7571.2 13204 7 9

7600 2 13154 5 7

7610.1 13137 vw V¥

7652.9 13065 "VW VW

7697.6 12987 VW



Table 5 2 ( Contd, )

Wavelength Energy Polarization

(S) (cm”^) o

8085 1

8180 1

12365

12207

-

8218 4 12164 “ -

8228 9 12149 - -

3255.2 12113 - -

8270.6 12033 - •

8285.0 12067 38 50

8296.8 12050 - -

8321.1 12014 - -

8340 4 11987 -

3349 7 11973 57 15

8390.6 11915 - -

8417.5 11877 - -

8454 0 11326 - -

8485 1 11783 - -

0524 8 11727 - -

8533.9 11715 - -

8598.1 11627 — -
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3 7.1 Crystal structure of IiaP^ and -polariz ed lines

Various crystal structures ^Iv'
been

proposed so far for There are only minor

3+
differences in these The site symmetry of La ion is

determined to be orthorhombic i^2v’ ^2 ^s^
these

models Under all these site symmetries, all the Kramer's

wave functions (i e. , for odd electron systems) belong to

a single scecies and no selection rules exist nor should

there be any polarization. A highly symmetric structure

has also been proposed^^^ ,
being the site symmetry of

the La^'*’ ion Later studies h ever do not agree with

this25-27).

It IS observed that the spectra of other Kramer’s ions

in LaF^, however, are partially polarized^ Uong

et. al.^^^ reported polarized lines in bhe ootical absorp-

tion of in LaF^ and suggested that the polarization

might be due to the coupling of six RE"^ ions into two

groups ICrupke and Uruber^^^ observed that many lines of

Er^”^ Laf^ exhibit partial polarization and some 1 ines

appear only either in the a- or u-spectrum. They suggested

bhat the site symmetry of EE^"^ might have a slight distror-

tion towards trigonal symmetry such as Some transi-

tions in Sm^"*" LaF^ show strong polarization as reported by

East et al Polarized lines are observed in the

absorption as well as in the fluorescencej spectrump^j^

CEMUiAi ^ ^ -KARV
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JTd but no explanation could be f ouad^^

'

3 7.2 Discussion

As has been mentioned, the polarization of the spectral

lines IS not expected for any of the pure electronic

transitions in ^ 2^9 or 0^ site symmetries of the Kramer's

ion in LaF^ lattice Polarization of the spectral lines

could also arise mainly because of the tiro following possi-

oilities , VIZ,, (a) distortion of the site symmetry of the

rare earth ion from 02^ to higher symmetries like D^j^ and

(b) coupling of phonons to the Stark levels of the ion

(a) Vftien the lattice is slightly distorted so that
34-

the Re ion is situated more symmetrically, the highest

symmetry the EE^"^ ion can exhibit is D^^ In this point

group, the Stark levels of the Kramer's ion are represented

by any of three irreducible representations E, /o, E„ /„ or

37 )E^^p The relevant selecbion rules and the term s^olitt-

ings are shown in Table 33 As the 'axial spectrum' is

similar to the 'c-spectrum' in the present system, the

38 )

transitions would have forced eleccric dipole nature

Since, all the transitions from E
2_

lower levels are

observed at 4.2°K, one can safely assume that E^. belongs

to irreducible presentation Thus, from group

theoretical considerations one would expect from E^,



Table 3 3

Selection rules and teriii snliutings in

double jrouo

^'’3b ^1/2 ^3/2 ^5/2

^l/2
“ "^yy

‘^3/2 \y»^z ^xy

-p
,

'Ti ri IT

^5/2 ~xy jy z

J =7 /2 1 2

9/2 1 2

11/2 2 2

13/2 3 2

15/2 3 2

1

2

2

2
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3Ti's and 5cr's in 4750 ^ group

2tt:'s and 5cr's in 5700 ^ giouo

Sit's and 4cr's in 6600 S. gron >

47t*s and 7cr's in 7500 £ group

3it's and 6a 's in 3400 S ^roup

Also, another Stark level of S’ mast belong to

( ^9/2
~

®l/2 ^®3/2 ^^5/2^ which has to yield transi-

tions with identical characters compared "to Considering

the four groups (]?->Z, Y, k, ¥) where the polarization is

studied in detail, it's difficult to find the other Stark

level uniquely One can thus only state that must be

a I1^^2

(b) The other source of polarization is due to

vibronic transitions. The phonons of the host lattice can

get coupled to the Stark levels of the impurity ion, thereby

changing the symmetry species of the Stark level under

consideration The representation of the vibronic level

(i e , phonon- coupled Stark level) is given by the direct

procuct of the representations of the Stark level and of

the lattice phonon.

„ ( 5 . 15 )

1,6. > ^Vibronic "" Stark Phonon

The lattice phonons, which are nothing but 'normal modes

of vibration’ of the host lattice transform according to
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the irreducible representations of the space group of ohe

lattice These irreducible representations of ^he space

group are then reduced interms of the irreducible representa-

tions of the site symmetry roup of the impurity ion so as

to arrive at ( r
j^Q^on^ ion sioe

‘

30)
coupled to the Stark level of the impurity ion It is

-f-

observed that phonons with all possible wave vectros (Ii)

can participate in the vibronic transitions and the peams

in the vibronic spectrum usually appear for phonons at

points of high symmetry in the Brillouin Zone of the host

lattice^''°^ Accordingly, the irreducible representations

of the phonons at these special points have to be reduced

into a sum of irreducible representations of the site

symmetry group of the impurity ion.

When 02^ site symmetry is considered for phonon-

coupling, the vibronic levels are also represented by the

single irreducible represen cation

( U E_ Bn /o )^A
2 ,

or B
2

and the direct product

1/2 ^1/2

1/2
X r,-, contains all the

^1/2

irreducible representations of the normal
^2-v

group

"
’ \/Z "" \/2 ° 'h '^2

1
"

Thus, no polarization is expected from any vibronic transi-

tions also.

When site symmetry is considered and the
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sele®tion rules etc are derived for vitronic transitions,

it IS found that the Tn-polax ization could ue expected only

between the stark levels beloni^in^ to the irreducible

representation of ^^
5/2

Also, this in turn, is pos^'ible

only for the soecisl points in the -3rillouin Zone^^^ which

have the symmetries of
*^6v

® » A » ^ ^

ooints only) However, for each spectral line, there exist

number of vibronic tranisitions (more than tvrenty) snd unique

assignment is once again not found to be possible The

representations as well as energies of nhonons are available

from the Raman, Infrared and optical spectral data reported

- 24, 42-44)
earlier ^

3 3 Conclusion

High temperature study resulted in the observation

of a new fluorescing level (G-, Transient fluore-

scence study yielded radiative relaxation rates of H and G-

]_ 0Y©1b By mcrsasing the Tcwer of the 1^2 laser, one can

extend these studies, to t'le higher levels also Prom the

polarization features of the fluoresce icc data, it can be

concluded that the site oynmeury o± the ra c eart _ ion in

laR^ IS very likely higher than 02^ However the present

experiments are to be repeated at 4»2 R and should be

supplemented by polarization data of the absorption for

better understanding.
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CHAPTER 4

THE STEADY STATE AHD TRANSIE?! LUo?a.uC

SPEOTRTJI'l or CaP^

ABSTRACT

The fluorescence and xhe decay tniies of

are studied un the 4500 to 9000 S region, using a C f Ar^

laser and a pulsed IT
2

laser in the temperature ran^e of

77 to 675°R. At 77°K, five groups of lines are observed,

all of them originating from the P-level of

These studies show that there are atleast two kinds of

Dy^^-centersn one with fluorescence decay time(i:) of

'''13 msec (A-center) and another with t 3 5 msec

(B-center) The energy level schemes for both these centers

are presented. The lines belonging uo the A~center match

well with the tetragonal center reported earlier and those

of B-center match well with the cubic center also reported

earlier The earlier work on cubic ceuber was in the

region of 4700 to 6700 % and that on tetragonal oentar

was in the region of 470u to 5800 % only

The present work reports also the observation

of new fluorescence from the G-level tempe-

rature range of 300 to 673^2. Approximate Stark level

positions of & could be obtained from this study. The decay

tifaes indicate a thermal mixing of P and G levels for the

two centers
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4 1 Introduction
*^
4-

The study of spectrosco,oic •nro’oerties of Ey^ in

Cal'

2

"been an active fiel(3 of investigation over the last

two decades^'^'”^^ , Ey^"*" ton occu^;)les ion site and depend-

ing upon the compensating lou and its vicinit-''- from the

3+ 3+Dy ion, several Ey centejrs having different site symmetries
‘3+

are possible Various centers of ly have been identified

and the energy level schemes are availabT e in the literature

The presence and relative doiTj-xtance of different centers

chan-,e from sample to sample depending highly upon the

growth conditions, heat treatment and concentration of the

impurity ion.

The first attempt to identify the centers was by

Rabbiner^^ who studied fluorescence spectrum at 77^K The

crystals were grown in a reducing atmosphere, usin^ i'TaP in

the melt On the basis of the number of Stark components

observed, concluded that the spectrum jas mainly due to

cubic centers Three groups were observed all of xrhich

originate from a single fluorescing level which was wrongly

designated by him as absorption, luminescence

2)
and excitation spectra were studied by Voronko et al .

Three different centers were identified in crystals contain-

ing different amounts of oxygen. The absorption spectrum

at r om temperature was reported and only the principal

group positions were identified for the three centers
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The centers in the crystals containing oxygen (Type II and

III) were also seen to disnlay strong luminescence

at 77°K when excited into uxic abcorjtion bands near 20u0

The fluorescence spectrum ( I:j) as veil as thermoluminescence

spectrum (TLS) was studied by 11° s and Staebler ' The

number of lines as well as tneir separations in the jfliS

and TLS of y-^^^radiated samples fitted veiy well with the

^ 4)
calculated ground state energy levels for a cubic center

3 )

It was later observed by Merz and Pershan that the low

temperature ’glow-peaks' (80 to 280°K) of X-irradiated

crystals were due to cubic centers, while tetragonal centers

accounted for the high temperabure (280 to 450°a) glow-peaks

in the TLS

The first systematic study to identiCy the diffe-

rent centers in the fluorescence spectrum was done by

Luks eb al^ ^ (hereafter referred to as LSS) who Derform.ed

the experiments at 4 2°K Spectra due to four different

centers (A,B,C and D) had been observed The isolation

of Stark structure belonging to each center wae performed

both by comparing the spectra of a number of crystals of

varying dysprosium concentration and by grouping of lines

with identical decay times (Sec 4.2), At 77®K, the A-center

showed a decay time (t) of 1.0 msec, B-oenter of 2.9 msec,

C-center of 6,6 msec and I>-center of 6.4 msec The study

was done in 4800 1 and 5700 % regions only and the energy
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level schemes involving transitions from the Stark leve'' s

of ^•^ose of proposed for

B, J and D centers. The spectrum due tc A-centers contained

too few lines to construct the energy’’ le'/’el sc^xeme The

C-centers were identified to he cudic cent ere Oj comparing

the soeebra with those of earlier workers, as ^rell as hy

^ T

}

its sharp increase in inteiisity -rhien Na ion was introduced

8 )

The B-center was later identDfied to be tetragonal center

by the comparison of luminesce ice s lectra obxaixied using

dixferent methods of exciting the rare earth ion (e g ^--ray

luminescence, Cathod luminescence etc ) The D-center was

4.

assigned to rhombic center from its appearance dien ife

ion was introduced in the melt"^^. This wor was extended

to SrF^, BaF2 and CdB^ hosts also^'^^^ The upper free

ion level from which luminescence on ginates wa identified

to be ^'9/2 a-hd not Crystal field parameteis were

calculated for cubic centers in energy level diagram

for cubic centers was presented, showing "che levels of

\^/2< \}/2' \l/2
"'^

9/2
scheme

was also given for the orthorhombic center (which was de*" 1-

gnated as rhombic center in Ref 6) involving the levels

^^^13/2'
^^^

13/2 ^'9/2*

High resolution ILS was reported by Schlesinger

and x.vfan^^^ along with PLS and excitation spectra for

Dy^"*" Cap2 77°-*^ crystal field parameters were cal-

culated including J-mixing for both cubic and tetragonal
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1 2 13

)

centers ’ For the cetragonal centers, thejr have

assumed that all the fluorescence, at 77 °!., T’^as originating

from a single Stark level of ^g/2 contradiction with the

two close lying Stark levels (senarated by 27 cm"^ only)

reported by ISS^^.

In the present stud]?", the Dy^"*" CaJ2 syste^i xs

reinvestigated using Ar"** and lasers as trxS e: citation

sources Transitions from I-level (^g/2^
6 6 6

^^7/2’
^^'

9 /2
^ levels are also observed The

identification of centers is done using the concentration

series method and the decay time methods (Sec 4 . 2 ). Two

centers are mainly observed and the or 0 cable energy level

schemes are presented. The present study also reports the

fluorescence from G-level (*^^
15 / 2

^ 2-level (^^
2.5 /2

^*

3+
The ' G-fluorescence ' is not reported earlier for ly in

any host

4 . 2 Crystal structure of Oal'^ analysis of the spectra of

GaF
^

Oal'2 jtias a fluorite structure^^^ It consists

of a simple cubic lattice of fluorine 10ns (F ) in which

alternate 'body-center* positions are occupied by the

divalent cation (Ca^'*') The cation sites occupied or

unoccupied have ei^t fold coordination resulting in 0.^

symmetry and the F” ion sites havs four fPld coordination

resulting in T^ symmetry.
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'Vhen rare earth icaas are dored in Gal: 2» they are

usually present as trivalent ions ) and substitute Oa

ion. In the absence of oxygen or other imourities, the

excess +ve charge is compenseted by 7” ions ^rnich occuny

inbers&itial positions (usually at tne bodj-center oositions

of ere vacant cation sites). Denending on the vicinity

T-3+
of this compensating F" ion, the site symmetry of the 3L

15 )

ion changes from cubic to monoclinic ' ¥nen oxygen is

present, the substitution of 0^“ in the nlace of F can

also provide charge compensation and when hydrogen or

deuterium is diffusdd in, d"' ions can inturn be replaced

by ir or D" ions^^’’^'^\ Thermodynamic treatments of the

existence of different cenuers are available in tne

^ , . 18-20 )literature

The complex soectra of the fluorescence of rare

earth ions in fluorites which arise due to the simultaneous

existence of different centers can be analys^-d in five

ways (a) Concentration series ethod, (b) Varying the

growth conditions, (c) Study with different excitations,

(d) Decay times method and (e) Resonant excitation method.

( a )
Goncentracior Series Method

The procedure is to look for lines in the spectrum

whose relative intensity remains constafit in all the

21)
crystals with different rare earth ion concentrations

All such lines can be assumed to belong to one center.
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At any particular concentration of the rare earxh ion,

several such centers can co-exist ^ith a chanije in con-

centration, the relative inxensities of one center relative

to another center can change. At very low concentrations,

cubic centers are usually 'oredominant As the concentra-

tion IS increased, new lines appear which "belong to centers

other than cubic Thus, using crystals with increasing

rare earth ion concentrations (i.e concentration series),

the lines belonging to eacn center can be identified

It 1 j to be noted that the ’concentration series’ has to

be grown under identical growth- conditions

(b ) Varying the Growth Conditions

It IS observed that when crystals are grown

under high vacuum conditions, with adequate I'”” ions, the

22 )
crystals contain predominantly tetragonal centers

The reason for this is however, not satisfactorily explain-

ed. It IS found that the presence of +ve compensator

ions li'ce Fa'*', etc in the melt, resulis in the increase

of cubic and orthorhombic centers'^ The +ve comnensator

ion renlaces Ca^’’’ ion in the third or sixth coordination

sphere of the ion In the former situation, the

site symmetry should be orthorhombic and in tne latter

situation, tetragonal But, because the sixth coordina-

tion snhere is far away, the interaction between the

Na'*', etc and RE^"^ ions is so small that the cubic symmetry
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of the field is not distorted One can thus laentify xhe

cuhic centers by their increase ir intersity and the ortho-

rhombic centers by their ao3earance and correspcndin3

increase in intensity as the concentration of the +ve

comnensator is increased Also, thermal history of the

crystal reClects in the relative abundance of different

centers for example, it is observed that rapid cooling

(quenching) produces oredominantly cubsc center while the

crystals obtained by slow cooling contain verv small

pg

)

number of cubic centers \

( c ) Study with different Excitations

The fluorescence of rare earth ions in fluorites

can be excited with X-rays (X-luminescence) electron beam

( Oathodo-luminescence ) , W, visible and infrared photons

(Photoluminescence) and also by varying the temperature

of the Y“i^^8'diated crystals (Thermoluminescence)” .

It's observed that some centers are selectixrely excited

when a particular type of excitation is used, for

example, when an electron beam is used, as a result of

electron hole recombination, ions not associated with

a compensator ion (which acts as electro +ve defect ) in

its immediate neighbourhood are excited and the cubic

9 )

spectral lines increase in intensity ,

( d) Decay Times Method

It IS observed that transitions involving the
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Stark levels of one center shov the same c'ecay tinio through-

out ^he different grouns of the fluorescence spectrum The

isolation of Stark structure helonging to each center can

thus he carried out by identifying tne lines with identi-

6 )
cal decay times \

(e) Resonant "^xci fcation ilethod

Powerful tunable dye lasers can be used to

excite tne rare earth ions of a particular site resonantly

ana this technique allows the unambiguous interpretation

and classification of the spectral lines belonging to

different centers, Pluorescence from a single site can

be obtained if no overlap occurs between absorption lines

of different sites

In addition to resonant excitation method, the

concentration senes method along with the decay time

method is found to be very useful in identifying different

centers.

4 3 Experimental Details

The steady state fluorescence spectra are

recorded using the Ar*^ and 1^2 lasers as described in

Chapter 2 The microdensioometer traces of the photo-

gra,jhs taken with N2 laser excitation are essentially the

S9,me as the fluorescence spec ora recorded using the

Ar"*" laser throughout the wavelength region of study

In the 4700 2. region, the fluorescence spectrum
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pho'lOfe,ra')hed with the H'2 laser is used to separate oat the
*

5+ *^•4-

-Pr"^^ -riuorescence which inter 1 eres ^lth Dy^ -fluorescence

(k>ec,5 7 ) Also, in the 35CG £ region ^ here the sensiti-

vity of the photomultiplier i/Uhe used tails very rapidly,

the spectra obtained with laser are used for identifi-

cation of the lines

The decay times are ineasured using 112 laser

(Chapter 2 ) Because of Lhe very weak intensity, the

decay times could not be measured for the 8500 S group

The higii temperature fluorescence is recorded usin^ the

heater assembly described earlier (Sec 2 l)

The crystals used are By^”^ GaJ'2 (0,01, 0 03,

0 09 , 0.27, 0 54 and 1 08 percent by wt of in 0aF
2 )

single crystals, and are grown by Bridgman's method in a

vacuum furnace at BARG, Bombay The crystals are found

to contain Nd^"^ and Pr^''" as additional impurities (Sec 2.4).

4 4 G-eneral Features of the Fluorescence S.oectrum__aju_Z2

and 300*^K

3+
Five groups of fluorescence from By Oat

2
are

observed at 77°K (Figs 4 1 to 4 . 6 ) using the 3371, 4580,

4658, 4727 and 4765 S excitations The grouns are assigned

to the following transitions on comparison with the earlier

renorted fluorescence spectrum of I^y^"'’ CaF
2
^”'^

^ and that

of (Chapter 3).
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4700 1 group

5700 1 group (''•I'g/g) h.T(%^3/2)

6500 1 group E'(%/2) + ^.(°Fii/2)

7500 i group ^(bg/2) /( Hg/2» ^^11/2^

8500 a group

The relative inbeneities and ooeitions of the

transitions are observed to be the same with 3371, 4580

and 47b5 2. excitations The relative intensities witn

4727 i and 4658 i excitations, hov^ever, are found to he

different in the 5700 and 6500 S ^rouns, In both these

groups, the transitions with shorter wavelengths differ

much in intensity from the other transitions compared to

the relative intensities of the transitions in the same

groups observed with the other excitations (Sec 4 6)

The dependance of the fluorescence snectrum on

the concentration of Isp'^ is also studied A set o± sia

crystals with varying concentrations (Sec 4 3) grown

under identical conditions are used Che snectra showed

the presence of two types oC transitions Some of the

transitions do not show any variation in the relative

^.nterisities wxth a ohange xn
(lype A)

Iransxtxone belonging to the other type (lype B) show

an inorease in intensity with oonoentration relative

to the transitions of type A, Some of uhe transitions

belonging to type B are the lines at 4B02.2 1, 4919 5 .
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spectrum mth concentration is suggestive of tne cuoic

centers, -A.iso, the line positions match ^^el] 'j'lth the

reported values Houever, uxie nresent study yields a value

o-f 3.5 msec as against 6.5 msec observed by

The groups of transitions in the 650o, 7500 and

3500 ^ regions have not been re'''orted earlier for tetra-

gonal ci=n-cer and the 750u and 85'-'0 & groups of cubic

center are also not reported earlier Assuming tne presence

of only i¥0 centers - cubic and tetragonal in the oresent

spectra, the energy level schemes for both the centers

are given to explain most of ohe observred transitions

It IS, however, to be noxed that the scheme for cubic

center is tentative as the number of transitions belong-

ing to this center are rather small ii numoer

4800 & Group

Forty one transitions are obseived in this group

at 77*^ *1 (Fig 4 1) with A58O S excitation Tne wavelengths

and the intensities are shown in Table 4 1 Some of the

3+
transitions could be due to the presence of Pr"^ as an

additional impurity in small quantities Six transitions

due to Pr^'*’ are identified by comparing the snectrum with

that obtained by ^2 laser excitation

ISS, have reported earlier this group tor

different centers at 4. 2°J£ The present spectra agree

well with the reported spectrum for tetragonal centers
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MG 4 6 Dy^*Cati FLUORESCENCE AT LASER EXCITATION,

F(Vo„)—*-A(®H,„.®E„ ) GROUP (DENSITOMETER TFWaeS
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PIG 4 to PARTIAL ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM OF Dy CaF^

FOR CUBIC CENTERS SHOWING THE OBSERVED

FLUORESCENCE AT 77®K
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Tsb] e H- 1

*5*^“ ofluorescence speccrui'’ of Egr GaJ
2

3.t 77

Wavelength Lner gy Intei'Sitv'^' Transition assigiiirenis to

(S)
Tetragonal C'l Die

(arh una cs) center center

4696 9* 21285

A7U4 9^ 21249 r„-^Zi,Z2

4715.9* 21199 ^4‘^^3

4722 1 21170 2vr7B J? -7 Z
3 3

^733 6 21120 5B

4738.2* 21099
4 5

^2'^^1

4744 2 21073 7SIi

^4*^6

4750 2 21046 A4S

4757.1* 21015

4759 0 210U7

4762 8 20990 32s ,
(F„-»-Z

,

)

2 3 3

4766.5* 20974 1 3

4769.8 20959 22M ^2'^^4’ ^-4'*‘^5^

'

(F2-\>

4775.6 20934 f
2^ ^

1

(V%^'’(r4*Z6)'

4780 3 20913 32M

4786.9 20885 463 P2-Z5 F^-*.Zi,Z2

(I

4793.0 20858 57s F2‘^2g ,1 »

(F2-*-Z3)’
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laLlf^ 4 1 ( Oonid )

'/aveleagth Energy Intensity*^ Transition assignments to^

(S) (cin~^) (aro units)
Tetragonal
center

Cubic
center

4797.^ 20840 3ASR

4802 2 20018 543 Tl-Z,

4809 1 20738 2 5 SR 7

4813 2 20770

4821. 7^ 20734 20B

4826.9^ 20712

4336 2^ 20672 13V3

4339 20657

4347 5^ 20624

1850 3^ 20612

^355 4 20590 10 7B "3'^^8

4861 0 20566 5 ^ ?

O) c • CT 20526 133 ’2*^5

4030 7 20485 2 2SR

40 -.J 1 20453 27‘
2 7 3 8

)’

4094 4 20426 l'^^7
^1*^4

4897.2 20414 330 i''2-^-Zg

4906 0 20378 12SH E -*-Z^18
4913 0 20349 9

4919.5 20322 170

4929 4
'^

20281

4934 6 20259 5V\7B
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lable ( .Contd. )

Wavelength Energy Intensity^ Transition assi^ments to

(S) (arh, units

)

Tetragonal! Cubic
center center

4952.9 20185 4V\n3 (j-

)

4966 7 20129
it

5609 8 17821

5622.3* 17781

5641.6 17721

5650 1 17694 -- ^ 2 ^ 4-
^

(5’4^Y^)'

5653 5* 17668
3 3’ 4 4

5672,1 17625 37B

5603 9 17589 lOM

5692.0 17561

5695 9 17549 9

5700 5* 17538

5704 2 17526 23- 54-^5

570o 5 17519 T
2
.T

2

5710.1 17503 ,I yfg

5716.0 17490 40M i'j_*Y2

5718.3 17483 52M

5721 1* 17474

5726,8 17457 42M I?!*!,

5730 4 17446 63S

5741.1 17414 27M
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O-able 4 1 (

'/avelength

(S)

5748 5

5752 5

5758.2

5768 9

5778.9

5734 2

5787 5

5789.1

5799 4

5800 2

5317.1

5822 9

5820 9

5855 3

5355.9

5859 1

5889 5*

5909 2

5926 5*

5954 2

5995.4

Contd )

Energy Intensity‘s Transition assignments to

Tetragonal Cubic

(cm"*^) (arb units

)

center center

17392 12 V 3

17379

17362 lOVB UVTj)'

17330
2 5

17300 27'

'

17234

17274 107B

17269 7\rB

17238 (13*17)'

17212 12L -2*^7
9

17186 15B ^1*^7 9

17169 12bB cV3)'-(3"3)’

17151 (Bp Y
5

)

17137 (Fl-Yg)'

17078

17063 9

16975 9

16918 9

16869 9

16847 9

16675 9

i-hS
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Table 4.1 ( ». .Contd )

Wavelength Unergy Intensity'^ >
Transition assignments to

(°) (cm'^) (arb uribs)

Tp+ra gonal

center

Grbic

center

6uo8 5 16474 ?

6553.1

6567 5

15256

15222 2VJ3

6575 7 15203 34S

6579 4 15195 15 SR 9

6586 5 15173 SB F2->-i

6597 1 15154 IIH

6600.2 15147 lOM

6607 5 15130 lOI'i F
1
+I

2

6111 9 15120 13J.4 J
2
-Z

2

o621 1 15099 8\rB ^'
1-^

6625 3 15090 97VJ3

6629.1 15081 lOB

6640,

4

15055 ^'l-"^4

66<-14 4 15046 i5n I*
f ^

1

6656 2 15020 44S P ,
( S'

2
'*'^2

^

(?4+i6>'6659 9 15011 30S
9

6673.2 14981 (fg-^Xj)'

6631.6 14962 8M ]?l^Ci

6684 7 14955 9M (V'-j)'

6592 1 14939 16SR
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lalDle 4 1 ( . Oontd )

Wavelength Eaergy Intensity*^ 'T'ransition assignments to^

(S) (cm”^) (arb amts]
tetragonal JU31C

1 center center

d695 1 14932 23r ^1*^2

6704.2 14912 83

6709 9 l'^399 (V^O'
6715 8 14036 jOOR

6717 2 14333 33S ^1-^4

6722 7 14871 9

6734 1 14846 9

6762 9 14733 (r]_-^Xj)

7325 0 13648

7350 1 13601 9

7373 0 13559
'?

7384 0 13539

7403 2 13495 53

7416 0 13481

7426 4 13462

7431.5 13453

7439.3 13438 45S
^'*l'*’'^2

»

^

4"*”
's

7446.5 13425

7452 9 13414 1U3
1

7456.7 13407

7468,7 13336
9

7476.2 13372 5B ^'2*^4
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Table 4 1 ( . Coiitd )

Vavelength Energy Intensity^
t

Transition assignments to

Tetragonal Cubic

(i) (arb units) center center

7407.1 13352

7492 5 3 3343 30H '4, (F3 .Vj )
'

,

7493 0 13333 I'r’lu

7504 9 13321 E^-^Ug,(E2^72)',

7514 9 13303 F2->^5

7523 0 13289

7530 6 13276 45S

f

7535.9 13266 (Fj-'/g)

7540 0 13248 33M il jg,X2

f

7551 2 13239 (F2*''4)

7561 0 13222 45S

(1'4*’9)'
1

7572.3 13202 35M

7586 2 13173 60S

7597.0 13160 45B
t

7601.5 13152
*

1

7609 2 13138 ^2

»

(Fj-Wg)'
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Table 4 1 ( Gontd )

'/avelengtli Energy Intens ity*^
t

Transition assignments to

Tetragonal lubic

(i) (arb unics) c ent er center

7614 0 13129

7521 3 13113 12£1

7624 7 13112

(1 2'^'^7^

7636 8 13091 lOM
^l"^ ^10» (I'l'*’ '7)

(E2'*'j^3)

7656 3 13057

7f.77.6 13021 2VB

7706 6 12972 5VB (B2-/io)\UV-9^' 9

7722 0 12947 3YB J’2'^^^ll» (^I'^'^IO^

7742.0 12913 27B ~ I’^'^^ll

7763.7 12869 9

7800 9 12315 da-Wii)

'

8249.9 12118 lOB Fj-A,

0265 2 12096

232.3 12071 20SR

3230.3 12062 40M

o314.0 12025 15SR 9

8326.5 12006 55S ^3^“^2
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T-ible 4 1 ( . Contd.

)

"t"
/avclength Lner^y Intens ity” transition assignments to

Tetragonal Cubic

(&) (cm“^) (arb units) center center

8347 7 11976 306

f

8336 1 119 21 20M

8397.7 11905 15M

^4'^^7

8409 5 11888 Fi->A3

3415 3 11830 lOM

8433 2 11855 5VB

8499.3 11763 15B ^l-vA^, (F2-*-A4) ,

(B^+Ag) ,(P^-»-Ay)

f

1

8517.

2

11738 lOB

8535.6 11712 lOB B^->Ag, (P^->Ay)

8552.9 11689 5B ^ 2^^7

3563.2 11668

8573.

2

11654 9

8592,0 11636 ^l‘^-^8»^2'^‘^9
1

8611,4 11609

8642.2* 11571 (Fl-Ag)' Fl*A^
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ITotes to Table 4 1

* Transits on observea only v-rith 3371 S.

excitation

^ Lines due to Pr^^-fluorescence

9 The numbers indicate relative intensi-

ties in an arbitrary scale for 0 383 mol

percent concentration (i e 1 03 percent

by wt of DyPj in Car
2 ) The letters

S, M, B, ?B, 7VB, SR stand for sharp,

medium, broad, very broad, very very

broad and shoulder transitions

t )' etc., stand for vibronic transi-

tions corres oonding to

respectively involving a 137 cm ^
‘•^honon

of the 0aJ2 lattice (Ref 9)
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Some ol "tlie "transitions reported for tiie cubic centers

nave been observed In additioHj some ar ditional lines

in Llie sliorter wavelenjtii region are observed which could

be due to transitions from the higher Stark levels of

^9/2 tetragonal center The decay time measure-

ments and the relative intensities of the transition^!

confirm this Most of these transitions can be

explained if two more Stark components of P-level at

21250 cm ^ and 21285 cm ^ (I'lg. 4 7) and one more of

Z-level at 665 cm ^ are assumed The assi.;nmencs of tne

observed transitions for the tetragonal center are shown

in tne Table 4.1 and Pig. ^ 7

Of the transitions from the cubic center, five

of them could be easily identified These are at 20335,

20813, 20426, 20322 and 20135 cm“^, the originabing level

being at 2u394 cm . The immensity variation of the first

two transitions conClrm this. The third ana fourth transi-

tions are overlapping transitions from both cubic

gonal centers. The observation of the decay time which

IS intermediate between that of cubic and tetragonal

centers is a good confirmation The fifth transition

can be a vibronic line associated with 20322 cm
^

transition ( AE = 137 cm The transitions along

with the other possible assignments are shoxm in

Table 4.I and the partial energy level diagram, Pig 4 10
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5700 & GrouT>

A total of forty one transitions are otiserved

in this ^roup (Pig 4.2) The V7avelen3ths anci he

intensities are shorn in Table 4 1 Ttis ^roup nas also

Lee±x reoorted by LSS Assiioing their valjes for the

Starh levels of Y
( ^2 ) » of the preseiiily observed

transitions including one intense transition at 17526 cii“^

could not be accounted satisfactorily ’Aien an alternate

set of values arc taken for the Stark levels o± Y as

3461, 3557, 3590, 3627, 3749, 3731 and 3365 cm”^, almost

all the transitions excepting the very weak transitions

beyond 16975 cm""^ are well accotinted for Tne possible

assignments are shown in Table 4 1 and are shown in

Pig 4.8,

The transitions belonging to cubic centers are

not >iany in this group. Only three transitions at 17169,

17151 and 17078 cm’"^ could be identified with the decay

time measurornents These transitions are overlapping

transitions (Table 4.1 and Pig 4 10) The remaining

transitions at 17212, I7IG6 cm"^ observed as overlapning

transitions however, could not be assigned.

6500 & OrQUID

Al'tshuler et al^^ have re^^orted this group

for cubic centers. The s Dectrum due to tetragonal centers

in this region is not known. In the present sxudy twenty-
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ij nr3,ris I’ll 103ns 9.1*0 oTDs©i*vod. 131 ”uiiis ^1*011 3 (J^iy-^ 4- 5 )

A good 3iui]Liber of transitions belongin'"^ to cubic centers

could be identified from the measured decay biines and

the relative intensity variations Ticse tronsitions arc

at 15130, 15011, 14962, 14932, 14386 and 14383 ca“^ T^ic

intensities and the assignments are shov/n in the Table 4 1

and the transitions are depicted in T'l-. 4 10

Most of the transitions observed in the shorter

wavelength region of this group belong to the tetragonal

cenber The position of the Stark components of the

lower level ob Lamed by subtracting the

energy of the transitions from the energy of the origi-

nating Stark levels of -Fifteen of the observed

transitions can be accounted for if the fiS)llowing set of

values are used, 5873, 5921, 5954, 5995, 6026 and 6143 cm ^

c

for the SIX Stark levels of %]_/?
assignments

of bhe transitions are shown in the Table 4 ^ and Fig 4.8.

7500 ^ G-roun

A study of the optical absorption and fluore-

soence of La-t''^ at 4* 2°K by Fry et al showed the

existence of eleven energy levels in the rei:iion of

7600-3100 cm"^ which were attributed to the overlapping

group of Stark levels of the ^Hgy.2 ^ll/2

The eleven fluorescence lines from ( ®9/2’
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12900 to 13450 cm • In the same region^ the fluorescence
3+spectrum of 0 ai?2 includes the transitions from both

cubic and tetragonal centers (Pig 4 4 )

Prom the measured decay tiies and the rela-«ive

intensities of the transitions, only t^jo transitions

belonging to cubic centers at 13173 and 131SC cm“^ are

identified (Table 4»l). Tnese are nossiblv orii'^inaticg

from the lowest Stark component at 2u894 cm”^ of /-
y/ 2

and terminating at 7716 and 7734 cm”^ ol /-level (13 4 lo).

The remaining transitions are from tetragonal centeis

Assuming that most of the intense transitions originate

from the lowest level 21050 cm"'^ of ^*''

5 /2
' eleven

possible components of the level
°^^ll/2 ^

the tetragonal center are at 7555 > 7612 , 7636 , 7707 ,

7774, 7802, 7828, 7848, 7932, 7959 and 8134 cm”^ The

relative intensities and the assignments are shown in

Table 4 1 and Fig, 4.9

8500 £ Oroun

Fry et al^^^ obtained nine absorption lines in

the region 8990 to 9450 cm ^ at 4 2°K in laF^,

Also, nine fluorescence lines are observed in the region

of 11900 cm~^, all of them originating from the lowest

Stark level of ^<^/2 ^1059 cm"^), corresponding to

6 6
nine Stark levels of ^9/2 levels
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In CaJ?
2 ^7^ » tx^rentyone traja=’itions are oh^erved

in this fluorescence group (Pigs 4 5 and a 6) wnich

include transitions from both tetragonal and cubic centers

The group as a whole is much weaker than the other fluore-

scence groups Hence, the decay times could not be

measured Prom the intensity variations observed ith

3+
the change in —concentration, five possible transi-

tions from cubic centers at 12113, 12062, 12006, 11905

and 11571 cuT^ are identified and are shovm in Iig 4,10

Of these the first three transitions may be overlapping

transitions (Table 4.1) The remaining sixteen transi-

tions are accounted for by assuming tne nine Stark

components of A( H^y
2 > level to be at 3985, 9074,

9162, 9175, 9282, 9340, 9387, 9414 and 9442 cm”^ for the

tetragonal center The relative intensities and the

assignments are shoxm in Table 4 1 and fig 4 9

4.5 Temperature Dependence of the 'Oubio Snecorum *

It IS to be noted from the previous section

that the transits ons due to cubic centers increase in

intensity relative to ’tetragonal transitions' with an

increase in ly-concentration, A similar variation in

the ratio of cubic to tetragonal centers with rare earth

3+
ion concentration has been ooserved earlier in G-d in

OaPg SrPg crystals ^

.

In the present study,

in addition to this, an increase in intensity of 'cubic
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“brr^iioi’tious "witli inci*ea.S 6 iii 'beupera'fcuro is observed

This can be seen iri P13 4 31 wJiere the fluorescence

gro-u^T at 75 UO & is shoxm at ^our di-^ferent ten^eracures

for the U.383 Dy-mol Dtice it crystal This groa;> is

chosen as a representative because tne *cubic bransiticns*

observed at 7586 2 and 75S7.0 S do not show any oontriba-

tion from the tetragonal centers as evidenced from the

decay time measurements (Sec 4 4 1 and Fig 4 4). The

inte ;rated intensities for the cubic and tetragonal

transitions at different temperatures are shoi^ in

Table 4 2

The distribution of the different sites in

rare earth doped single crystals has been studied by

many workers. Several statistical theories have been

IS— 21

)

proposed , The dominant centers observed in magnetic

resonance and optical studies are tetragonal with uhe

compensating F” ion in the nearesi: neighbour positions

and trigonal with P” ion in ohe ( 1 ,
1 ,

1 ) positions

The cubic centers are assumed to be due to the non-local

charge compensabion by P" ion 111 the centers are

possible at low concentrations and the statistical

theories predict a distribution of sites which is inde-

50)
nenaont of rare earth concentrations At high con-

centraLions, the sites available for non-local compensa-

tion are less and hence, bhe cubic sites are exnected
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Table 4.2

Integrated intensities of gudic and tetragonal transitions

of 75^0 S. group (F-^-y) ac different tecioeratnres

Temperature Intensity (arbitrary unii,s) of

(°r) Cubic transitions leti-agonal transitions

77 8 26

293 13 27

338 28 45

476 41 47
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to decrease in number Tlie dimerization ait trimeriza-

tion of centers are also oossible at hi^b conoe'-tra tions

which have their characterisitic snectr^^®-' ioTe/er,

ex-oerimentally it has been observed from botn tie Pi

and ootical studies in Gd^’^.OaF^ and Id^"^ K^rl
2
Svsiems,

that the number of cubic centers incr^ises ''j-bn concentra-

tion. The same is not found to be true for r^"*" 0a^2

whicn ohe non—locally comnensated cubic centers have been

found to be absent, but the dimers and trimers formed

from the tetra^jonal centers increase ath concentration^^^

.

The spectrum due to clusters generally consists of

broader lines compared to chat due to single pairs '

In the present study, the cubic transitions

are found to increase in intensity with concentre ticxi as

well as with temperature relative to tetragoral transitions

Because the observed cudic tj^ans tions are found ro be

31'
sharp, these are probably not due to clustcis '

The observed variacion of intensity of cubic

transitions vith temperature can be due to the following

reasons (i) The laser radiation (4765 S) docs not

excite xho ion resonantly and thus bbe P-level

population IS a function of temperature and the energy

mismatch. Since the density of lattice phonons increases

witn temperature, the phonon assisted excitation is also

a function of temperature. Thus, in general, an increase
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in. in'fc©nsi'ty of "tli© fluo.roscpnce csli b© exoected af

liigh.©r "t ©iiip©ra’t'U!res a no. "blriis incpoas© can b© diffenant for

different centers (n) The interstitials and vacancies

in a crystal ini^rate due to diffusion Since, the diffusion

constant increases with bemperaturc, tne charge coi^ lensating

ions in the local compensating sites can be expected

to move out to non—local sites with hugher ti.,mperatures

The probability of this process denends on the binding

energy of the rare earth ion and the comDensating ion

At high temperatures, therefore, one can expect an

increase in the non-locally compensated sites at the

cost of the locally compensated sites

These arguments can be substantiated or negated

only by studying the fluorescence spectrum at various

temperatures with resonant excitation (Sec 4 2)

4.6 Variation of the Fluorescence Spectrum
,

with Excitation

Wavelength

3+
The fluorescence spectrum of 3]y ion excited by

different wavelengths of Ar"^ laser (4765, 4727, 4658

and 4580 S) and ITg laser (5371 S) shows variation in

the ratios of tetragonal to cubic centers With 4658 S

and 472 7 1 , the spectra in the regions of 5700 £ and

6500 S (Pigs 4.12 and 4.15) show variation in the

intensities of the transitions towarcs shorter wave-

length (Sec. 4.4). The positions of these transitions
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apc 1(101113100,1 iio ijlioss 01101116(1 wiiili 4765 ^ 6jcoii30'fcion

AlsO; Ihese 0r 6 found fo le due fo I3 e 1;r0^on0l oentiei’s

(Seo 441 ) All the above observations sugf^est the

possibility of these transitions being due to overlapping

transitions from levels with approximately the same deoay

time The idontifioation of these oenters is only

possible by using higher dispersion and performing the

experiments at lower temperatures (than 77°it) Resonant

exoitation method (Seo 4.2) also might be useful for

proper identif loation,

4 7 High Temperature Fluoresoence Sneotrum

As in the oase of 'Dp'^ (Sec 3 5), fluo-

5+
resconce from the G-level is also observed in Ey 0aP2

at 300^K and higher temperatures The overall intensity

5+
is however, much weaker than in the case of Dy LaP^

Only 'T -^Z fluorescence could be observed and its variation

with temperature is shown in Pig. 4 14. The study is

done using the 0,383 I!y. Mol percent crystal (1 e the

crystal containing 1 08 nercent by wt of I)yPj in OaP
2 )

The decay times (t) are measured and the 'intermediate'

T-values obtained signify the overlap of transitions

belonging to tetragonal as well as cubic centers. It

IS found that the decay times are constant throughout

the temperature range of study (300 to 673 R) Similar

to the observation made in I^y^"*" LaP^, (Chap. 3) the
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IS also found to show a constant deca'^r time

throughout the temnerature range of 77 to 675°K for the

two centers, indicating the Durely radiative nature of

the F-flucrescence from the two centers as well as tne

thermal mixing of P and G levels

The transition assignments for the G- Z fluo-

rescence are done with the help of a 'Summation-Matrix’

shown in Table 4.3 The wave numbers of the five observed

fluorescence lines are noted in tne first column The

known energies of the Stark components of the loiter

6
level ^

15 / 2
^ noted on top of the rest of the

columns. The table is now filled as a matrix of 'sums'

of energies of the lower Stark components (Z^) and the

observed lines. These 'sums' correspond to possible

Stark components of the upper level since

a particular upper level can be involved in more than

one transition, some of these numbers must coincide with

one another Because of the broad fluorescence lines,

the nositions are accurate to within + 3 to 4 S Thus,

a 'match' or 'coincidence' is taken to occur if any two

numbers are within 15 cm ^ of each other. Fifteen

such 'matches ' could be seen for tetragonal center, out

of which the set '4’ occurs four times, '14' occur three

times and the rest twice For cubic center, seven sets

^Quld be noted out of which only the sets '2' and '3'
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lable 4 3

' Su'amat3 on--matrix

'

(a) !

for '1 z i;

I'etra ^oxiel

^JL
lucres cence of Oa

^

center

Scar'' com-

ponents of

Z in cm"*^

Observed transitions (cm
-1

)

21940 21997 22o73 22520 2212''

0 21940^ 21997^ 2 2078"^ 22j20
^ 22 29^

^2

Ziry

6 21946-^ 22003^’^ 22004^ 22326" 22455^’-^

79 22019^ 22076'’' 22157^ 22339 225oJ^^
D

^4 127 22067'*^ 2212/!^ 222u5'^ 22447'’'" 22556^'^’^''

134 22124^ 22101 2226? 22504^^ 22613^'’

0

h 221 22161^ 22218 ' 22299 225^1^'^ 2?65o^^

^0

662 22562^^ 22619^"^^ 22700 229^2 23u51

66': 22605^'^ 22662^" 22"7/13 22985 2309 ^

Note TliP 3V perscripts xiidicate sets of matcbing

r. -]
numbers withxn 'v 15 cm .
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Table 4 3 ( Conbd )

(b) Cubic center

Stalk coii~

poiie..ts oF Observed transitions (cm"^)
Z in G'-a"^

21Q/1C 21997 22070 22320 4^2429

0 21940’'' 21997^ 22070^ 2232u^ 22429^

^2
21943^ 22005^ 22086^’ 2^323'' 22437^

J
74 2203 4^ 22071^ 22152 22394 22503^

"4 470 2^410 22467 22548^ 22790 22399

*5 561 2^501^ 22558^ 22639 22883 22990

f'oLo The superscripts indicate n-ets of matcnin-

mnibois within ib ciir^
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xslDle ^ 4

ill gh~temperature flaroescerce s ^ectr i •> c''
!>/"’'*' Gai ,

and bhe :>i''o cable aasi j.ii^ent'b

Wavelen th Energy

(2) (cm-^)

Iiite^bity irobable aseigniente to

Tetj agonal Oobic

(ax-b units) center center

'457.2 22429 3 22612-184 ?

479 b 22320 13
> ?

4520 2 22078 A6 22u76-0,
22076-6

22073-0
^2078-0

4544 9 21997 75 22076-79,
22612-622

22005-0,
220u5-3,
22 73-74

4556 6 21940 02 22076-127,
22612-665

22005-74
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occur more than twice The probable assignments for the

observed transitions are shown in Table 4 It is to

be noted that the observed G-level positions match well

with the excitation spectrum reported by Schlesinger

IT )

and ICwan ' Because of ihe presence of more than one

By^'^-center in C!aP
2

also because all the level positions

of F and G- are not known for either center, the radiative

relaxation rates of G- levels could not be calculated

(Sec 3 6) from the present data.

4,8 Conclusion

From the steady state and transient fluorescence

study of l!p^ GaF
2 , two centers of 'Dp'^ are identified and

the energy level schemes are proposed High temnerature

study yielded fluorescence from G-level and approximate

Stark level positions of G obtained from this study

match well with the excitation spectrum reported earlier.

The observed dependence of the ‘cubic snectrum on

temperature as well as the fluorescence from G-level

can be better understood by recording the spectra at

lower temperatures ( < 77^H) and by using resonant

excitation.
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CHAPTER 5

Tli STEADY STATE AND TRANSIENT PlJORES

J

m^CI SPEGTRuIt

or LiE ^
2
”^

SlilG-EE CRYSTAL

ABSTRACT

The fluorescence and lifetime studies of uranium

activated LiR single crystal have "been carried out in the

temperature range of 77 to 673°K. The fluorescence soectrujn

IS recorded using Ar^ and F
2

lasers in the 45uo to 8500 %

region. The spectrum in the 4700 to 6200 S region is

similar to the one reported by earlier TOrTers In the

present study four vibrational quanta e
2 »

e^) of

the 'electric dipole series' from level E and three of bho

'magentic dipole series' (m^, m
2 j

from level C are

observed with av SOO cm"^. Prom the observed self-

absorption of the Zero-Phonon line e^^, the oscillator

airen?th la oaloulabed to be> 2.0 lO"® lew fluoreeoenoe

IS observed in the 7500 to 0400 S region which also shows

vibrational structure with Av 'v 750 cm ^ Possible

excitation processes for this fluorescence are discussed.

The decay times of all fluorescence lines are

found to decrease with inoreaee in temperature An attempt

IS made to explain the observed decrease in the decay times

of P and 0 levels on the basis of simplified four level

model.
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5 1 Introduction

The absorption, and fluorescence spectra of

uraniUin activated alkali fluorides (Al’’ d) have been

studied by many workers. The absorption spectrum is

tound to have a wide region of resonance overlap with the

luminescence spectrum^^ At low temperature ( <100°*C),

the emission spectrum consists of a large number of narrow

line-like bands and could be separated into tiro regions.

The longer wavelen 4:th region, which is reproducible with

bhe same relative intensities in all samples can be

resolved into atleast two series, both involving princioal

lines and their vibronic sabellites Also, the relative

intensities remain the same with different excitations

The shorter wavelength region, however is different in

different samples and the relative intensities of the

lilies are found to change with excitation wavelength also.

The long wavelength region is thus attributed as due to

one ‘mam’ center and the shorter wavelength region as

due to different kinds of uranium centers. The need

of oxygen atmosphere while growing the luminescent samples

indicabes that all the luminescent centers must contain

oxygen. Also, the similarity of the long wavelength

spectra of d and those of uranyl salts suggests the

possibility of the main center of uranium being in the

/ TTrv ^ 3 )

form of uranyl ion CU02 /
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The first systematic study of AF U was by

Runciiuan^^ who recorded the absorption and fluorescence

spectia of NaF.U phosphor ab 77 and 4 2°F On the oasis

of his observations, he proposed a model according to

which the source of luminescence is a symmetrical compler,

U0g“(T'ig 5.1a) The uranyl Don (UO^"*"^) in this model,

2~
has four 0 ions perpendicular to its axis and the excess

negative charge is compensaced by the anion vacancy in the

<111> direction However, this model was ruled out by

2 )Feofilov who studj ed the polarization features of the

luminescence using single crystals of hiF J. The lumine-

scence lines were found to be due to magnetic dipole and

electric dipole transitions and he could conclude from the

observed polarization that the 'main' luminescent center

must possess a four-fold axis of symmetry iCaplyansicii

and his co-workers-^*^ investigated the influence of uni-

directional elastic deformabion (Piezospectroscopic etfect)

and of Lhe electric field (Stark effect) on the lumine-

scence s Dec bra of single crystals of liF ^ and KaF U

They concluded that the 'main' luminescence center must

possess a symmetry. They suggested that uhe uranyl

ion model has to have a non-centro symmetrical distortion

like a shift along <100 > bo obtain 0^^ symmetry. The

complex (Fig. 5.1°) proposed by Feofilov was found

to have the exact 0^^ symmetry. Also, they could identify
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two 'senes' from the main center in both the crystals

The Ioniser waveloni'^th nr^ncipal line (m^) was associated

with s magnetic dipole tiaxisition and the shorter wave-

length principal line (e^) with an electric dipole transi-

tion Thus the corres ponding vibrational series were

called raagentic and electr-’C sene-' respectively }fhen

the crystals were heateci above 77°^-, a gradual strengthen-

ing of electric soiies axid a weak;cning of the magentic

series was found to take place and magnetic series dis-

appear above 150°IC. At 4. 2 °k:, resonance absorption was

found only for and not for m^ Prom the observed

temperature dependence and the polarization data, they

could conclude that the magnetic series must be originating

from a level situated at ^v/ 550 cm ^ lower than the level

from which the lines of electric series originate.

The decay times (t) of luminescence lines were

measured by Tolstoi et. al. ^ who found that the lines

in the longer wavelength region decay slower than those

in the shorter wavelength region. At 100 Ji, t was found

to vary along the spectrum by a factor of four (l6u psec

to 650 psec while scanning from 4800 to 5500 S) Also,

T increased with the thickness of the crystal and this

phenomenon due to self absorption of the luminescence

was more pronounced for higher concentrations of uranium.

It was also noted that for low concentrations, t was
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exponential while for high concentrations it wis non-

exponential. Pant and his co-workers^ ^ studied the nbsorp-

tion and luminescence of liP, IfaJ^ and KB’ phosohors

activated with uranium and identified several 'serios'.

They have also observed the t-emperiture shift ot the lumine-

scence lines as reported by kaplyanskii et al The decay

times were lound to be non-exponential and they tru d to

explain their experimental observations assutniru’ a
4

as the active complex. Recently Bagai and ¥arriGr^^

reported the visible, UV and VW absorption opectra of Lil*’ U

sin^jls crystal and proposed an energy level structure briatcL

on the molecular orbital model of suggested by

Me Grlynn and Smith"^^

The spectra of uranyl salts and solutions as well

as some single crystals are very well known and the energy

level structures for the uranyl ion are available jn

lit eratur ^

,

In the present sbudy, the luminescencG and lito-

times of lij (J single crystal are studied in 1ho Lemperaturo

range of 77 to 673°K using Ar"*" and 1^2 1-isers an the excitri-

tion sources The author could identify four vibraljon.il

quanta ( Av =800 cra"'^) in electric dipole oerjos (c^, Sp,

63, e^) and three in magnetic dipole senes (m^, m,, ni^)

in addition to the principal 3 ines (e^ and m^). It is

found that line shows selt-absorption and from the
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cathetometer is 0.01 mm, 'but; the inaccuracy ir. the measure cl

value of X is slightly more than this bscauee of the finite

width of the fluorescence 'etreah*.

The Li?:U single crystal is icindly loaned to the

author by kSTR Warrier of Solid State Physics laboratory,

Delhi. The crystal has a characteristics green glow on

irradiation with UY light indicating the presence of

1102'^'*' ion. The crystal is cleaved so as to have (lOO)

faces. The concentration of uranium in the crystal under

study is found to be <250 ppm as per a semi- quantitative

analysis by the Spectroscopy Division of 3AR0, Bombay.

I'luorescence Spectrum at 77*^Iv

The fluorescence spectrum of liPsl single crystal

shows three distinct groups at ll°i\ in the regions of

4700 to 5150 i, 5150 to 6200 S and 6700 to 8350 i. The

fluorescence group in the short wavelength region (4700 to

5150 S.) which is probably clue to different uranium centers

as reported by earlier workers contains a large number

of lixies, the relative intensities of ’^hich shovj

considerable change with ths excitation wavelength. Some

typical spectra with different excitations are shown in

fig, 5.2 and the relative intensities of the observed

lines are shown in Table 5.1. The group in the long

wavelength region (5150 to 6200 i) which is also reported

by earlier workers is found to be completely independent



Fig.5.2 LiF'.U fluorescence at 77°K',low

wavelength region .
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Table 5.1

Fluorescence spectrum from the main center of

I/iF5U single crystal

favelength Snergy

(S) (cm*"^)

Intensity lecaytime (u-sec )

(arb. units) 300°Il
Remarks

5134.7 19232 IS^J^ 0 450

5211.7 19132 1340 605

5226.4 19128 6u0

5239.3 19079 600

5255.0 19024 430

5259.9 19007 360

5269.1 13973 46u

5278.4 18940 19600 570

5296.3 13376 530

5305.4 18844 310 595

5327.7 13765 410

5346.0 13698 430

5354.1 13672 570

5358.

6

18656 620

5564.4 19636 550

%67.7 18625 550

5374.8 18600 515

5382.7 18673 740 595

50 e^, showing

self-absor'>-

tion

m
0

55

48
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j.e D. 1 ( Contd. )

*
•elen'jth

(S)

Energy

(om-^)

Intensity

(arb. units

)

Decaytine ( ysec )

77°S 3^0^:.
lemarks

;?394.3 13533 24o

5409.8 13434 2030 525 53 ®1

5433.

5

18332 520 603

5453.9 1S330 370

5462.2 18303 3Su

5481.

2

18239 340

5491.9 18204 340

5512.7 13135 330 611 50 mi

5541.2 18042 120

5595.4 17867 240

5624.1 17776 200

5655.1 17678 235 590 ®2

5683.7 17539 110

5731.5 17443 70

5740.9 17414 67

5766.

5

17337 67

5851.

7

17084 26

5885.5 16936 17

5921.1 16884 15 ®3

6016.

6

16616 7

6043.5 16542 5 rn^
3

6156.9 16238 4

6213.3 16090 2 ^4

i:, observed fluorescence lines at 77°K.
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m
2

at '^5167 2 (17335 and at 'v- 6044 i

(16540 cm”^) could be observed. It is to be noted that

the structure of lines found around the principal lines

(e^, m^) is also repeated with identical relative intensi-

ties around the vibrational lines (e^ and x u)

(Fig. 5.3). The observed separations of lines match well

with the energy level structure suggested by iCaplyanskii

3 )
et. al. in which the ma'jnetic dipole series originates

from a level 340 cm~^ lower than that from which electric

dipole series originates and the ground state vibrational

quantum is *'» 800 cm”^. Also it’s to be noted that only

the line shows self absorption^ ^ (Sec. 5»5).

The new group of fluorescence which is observed

beyond 7500 £ (7500 to 8400 &) consists of several lines

the relative intensities of which remain the same with

all excitations. The two lines at 7940.0 i (12591 cm”^)

and 7952.6 S (12571 cm“^) seem to have almost the same

relative intensity and structure as well as the separation

when compared with the two lines at 7494.3 S (13340 cm"'^)

and 7505.2 2. (13321 cm"”^). The separation between these

two sets is -v 750 cm~^. From the Fig. 5.4 and the

fable 5.2, one can identify similar sets of lines separated

’Ml' cm”^ (for ex., the lines at 13050 and 12296 cm“^).

«viae will then be tempted to conclude that this fluorescence

involves vibrations associated with an excited state of the
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